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High Altitude Research Using The V-2 Rocket 

Chapter I 

IHTHODUCTIGÄ 

UM development within reeent years of rockets capable of reaching 
very high altitudes has given the timid of upper atmoaphere reeearoh a now 
and potent experiaental tool* Hit Applied Physics Laboratory (AH*) ia one 
of a number of egencleo cooperating in an extensive eeriee of high altitude 
studies oarriod on in connection with the U« S« Army's v-2 rookot taat 
program; the present report la concerned primarily with APL*s participation 
in thie reeearoh during the period, March 1946 to May 1947« The Laboratory» a 
work in thie field after the latter date will be covered in future report a. 

Upper Atmosphere Baaearoh in General 

Atmoephcrlo reeearoh ae e whole may be eaid to be of two general kindat 
(e) direct, in which experimental data are taken at the actual altitudee being 
studied, and (b) indirect, in union varioue high altitude oonditiona and 
phenomena are deduced from data taken on the earth's surface» Prior to the uee 
of rookata the ceiling for direct atmoepherio reeearoh waa determined by the 
altitude that could be reached by free balloona carrying recording or tele« 
metering equipment« The mairtraw height of auch flight a bao been approximately 
26 milee with the average being leas than 20 miles« 

In the category of indirect experimenta which have added enormously to 
man*a knowledge of tLs upper atmosphere there have been, among others, studies 
of the eolar spectrum; of the spectrum, height and intensity of auroral lights, 
of the anomalous transmission of sound eaves from explosions | of the height, 
velocity, deceleration;, and luminosity of meteors j of the absorption spectrum 
of oaonei of the reflection of radio wavee by the ionosphere i of the reflection 
of searchlight beams t of the light of the night akyt and of the periodic and 
non-periodic variations of the earth1 a magnetic field« 

Although the total amount of upper atmoaphere information gained by the 
above procedures has been great, there remain many questions ehich have not 
been answered and ehich, in fact, may not be answerable without obtaining 
direct measurements at altitudes much higher than have been possible in the 
pact« Examples of euch prob Leas Include the following! 

1« Percentage composition of the atmoaphere at high altitude« 
Although auroral apectroaoopy and study of the light of the 
night sky provide ample evidence of the existence of oxygen 
and nitrogen at heights of several hundred miles, almost 
nothing is known of the percentage composition of the atmoa- 
phere at these levels« Seither le it known whether there le 
sufficient turbulence in the upper atmosphere to assure sub- 
stantially oonstant gaseous composition ae a function of 
altitude (ae ie true eloee to the earth), or vtether gravi- 
tational offeota produce a relative increase in the amount of 
the lighter gases (helium and hydrogen) at higher levels« 
Collection of air sample a at varioue altitudee, which is feasi- 
ble with rocket techniquea, would provide information on thie 
matter« 
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2« Spectrum of tint mm.   Until about a year «go dirtot know» 
ledge of the aolar epeetrum aas linitod to meaeuremf nta 
«Ado on or Mir tho earsh. BtoiuM of atmoepherio ab- 
sorption thaaa did sot extend bolow a wave length of 2900 X. 
Aa will bo mentioned in greater datall latar in thia report» 
rocket-borne epeetrographa have raoantly provided a eonaldar- 
able amount of aolar tpaotra data down to 2900 A , and it la 
poaaible that within another year the long-standing oontroieray 
concerning the eo-oalled "ultraviolet cxoess" of the sun'a 
epeetrum nay be settled« 

5« Proper*«lea of the ioaoaphere« Although the body of know- 
ledge about the ioaoaphere la lar^a it doea not include a 
great deal of information on Ionisation denaity between the 
ionoapherio layeraf thia problem ia now being subjected to 
direct experiment uaing rooket teohnlquee« 

4« Coemio ray studies« There ia SOB© difference of opinion 
among aelentiata aa to whether rookatt can play or are play» 
ing a role in ooamio ray research whloh la not better filled 
by free balloons. However, ooamio ray ctuOy uaing rooket- 
borne inatrunanta la proceeding and it ceema fair to aay thai» 
certain facta, at leaatf have been and will be eatabllahad in 
thia f aahion with greater eertainty than oould ever bo poaaible 
uaing balloon equipment« A najor eeotlon of thia report ia 
concerned with ooamio ray information accumulated by APL in 
connection with the V-2 rocket program« 

Thaae are but a few of the pending probleme in upper atmoaphere reaearoh 
whloh appear to be open to euooeeaful attaok by uaing rookata ahloh mmkaa it 
poaaible to transport meaauring equipment to previeualy inaeoeaalble alti- 
tude ■• Although euoh experiments have been in progreaa for only a relatively 
abort time, they have already proved their worth and will undoubtedly beooma 
increasingly valuable aa more experience in their application la acquired. 

High-Altitude Reaearoh Program at APL 

By the beginning of 1946 the Ordnanoe Departmentt U, 8« Army, had com- 
pleted lte plena to fire a aeriea of 25 captured German V-2 rookata for mili- 
tary appraisal« Thaae were to be launched at the Army9 a White Sande Proving 
Grounds in lew Mexico« In January, at the invitation of Army Ordnance, repre- 
aentatlvea of APL attended a conference of aervice and univeralty groupa called 
to dicouea the poeaibility of uaing the warhead apaee in the 7-2 rookata to 
carry reaearoh equipment« giving the rooket teata a eolentlfie aa well aa a 
military value« In thia and aubeequent meetings, APL expreaaed lte imtereat 
in partiolpating vigoroualy in thia program both aa an effort to pure reaearoh 
and aa a aupplement to lte gulded-mieaile program« the problem assignment 
whloh waa drawn up to oover thia work, and ahloh waa approved by the Bureau 
of Ordnanoe, U« 8« Havy, in February 1946, atatee in part that the Laboratory 
la Ho perform baeio aolentifio work and inatrumantatlon in the atudy of the 
physios of the upper altitudea« Specific invcstigatione will include aolar 
epeetroeoopy, ooamio ray etudiee, flight propertiea of mlesilee, lonoaphere 
etudiee, preaaure and oonatitutlon of the atmoaphere, temperaturea of the 
aurfaoe of mieallee, and measurement of the aolar oomatant«" To date, work 
haa mainly been oonoentrated on the f irat three of the problem abatement 
aeeignmenta« 
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The High-Altitude Research Group of APL was organised In late February 
1946 and began work immediately preparing research equipment to be fired 
In 7-2 rockets. The Laboratory was assigned, on an average, every fourth 
7-2 with other participating laboratories using the Intervening ones. Subse- 
quent extension of the Amy's firing program to 75 rockets greatly increased 
the research possibilities of this particular series of experiments. 

While APL participation in the 7-2 program was still in an early 
planning stage conversations were initiated with the Aerojet Engineering 
Company—a Section f associate contractor—»-and with the Douglas Aircraft 
Company relative to the procurement of a series of small sounding rockets* It 
was proposed that these would be generally patterned after the successful VAC 
Corporal rocket (Army Ordnancs-Oalcit) but with instrument volume and alti- 
tude specifications more suited to high-altitude research requirements« In 
May 1946 a Bureau of Ordnance contract was awarded to the Aerojet Engineering 
Cdmpany for the design, testing and fabrication of 20 such sounding rockets, 
the vehicle to be known as the Aerobee.1 The Office of Naval Research was 
also Interested in a research rocket of this tyoe and agreed to contribute 
one-fourth of the total Aerojet contract amount in return for five of the 
twenty vehicles, to be used by the Naval Research Laboratory* 2 

Objectives of the Aerooee program are as follows: 

1. To provide a relatively inexpensive vehicle for research 
in the physics of the upper atmosphere. 

2. To advance engineering experience and practice in the design, 
testing and launching of liquid-fueled rockets while at the 
same time making available a proven missile of potential 
military value as a basis for an antiaircraft guided missile; 

3. To provide experience within the Bavy and its contractors in 
the practical handling, servicing, fueling, launching and 
tracking of rockets of potential military type; it is antici- 
pated that shipboard launching may be included in the Aerobee 
program at an appropriate later date. 

The schedule of Aerobee development as originally set up called for first 
launchings in late 1947 and 1948.3 

Current work in the high altitude research program is being oonoentrated 
on the study of basio physical phenomena concerning whioh balloon flights and 
indirect experiments have given and probably mould continue to give either no 
data or inconclusive data« Cooperating with APL in thie program arsi 

The design and operation of the Aerobee is the subject of a BUMBLEBEE 
Report to be issued in the near future» 

*Xm the OSS program the rocket is knomn as 7enne Instead of Aerobee« 

8Ttm> date of preparation of thie report makes it possible to state that three 
Aerobe** had been fired by April 1948« Performance mas •ssentielly as 
predicted, a peek altitude of 380,000 foot being achieved with a valooity 
of about 4800 ft/see at the end of powered flight« 
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Sootloa f aoooolato oontraotoro - low Undo* Softool 
of MiaMf4 lovlndoo Oolloffo of Afrlooltwo and ttoohaalo 
Arto, aad TTnl^oroity «* ntftaUt 

8«   Oat otib-ooriferaotor - Torkao Oboonatorj of too Unlwrolty 
of Chloafoi 

8«   tar afoaoloo oorkiaj on a oooporatli* awooutiüot bMli 
• Dopartaont of torroofcrlal Ifcgaotlam of too Caraoglo 
Iaotitntlon, Harwd Colin« Oboonmtory, California 
laotitnto of Toobaology* and fetloiial laotltvfco of Hoalth. 

At proooat oooondary oaphaolo lo bolog plaood oa military application* 
of thio roooarohi homor 9 moot of tho porooaaol im too APL High Altltodo 
Ctooop olthor «ro or ha*o boon aoooolotod also aith military domclonaont 
«orfc oo that alroady o anmbor of military application« of poooiblo fotoro 
IjBDOlPbajaOO   h—  IMMB  OttMOflfcod* 

too pro—nt roport lo planned oo too f Irot of oovonl to bo 
loouod la too Stamm oorloo and ooiorlag aoro or loco chronologically 
tho mppor ataoiphoro roooaroh of thlo Laboratory oad Ito aoooelatoa, too 
background of tho program M O toolo hao boon dloonoood horo la oomo do- 
tOl.   Tho romalaAor of tho roport lo llaltod to ooaoldoratlon of tho work 
carried oa fro« March 1946 to Hay 1947 during «lob porlod thlo laboratory 
«o rooponolblo for tho inotraaontation of eewtn of tho T»8 rockoto flrod 
at Ihlto Sands. 

4 few Mexico Sobool of Mines was a 8ootloa T aoooolato contractor daring tho 
flrot pari of thlo «orte but hat not boon olaoo Maren 1948. 
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fids tootloa of «to roport I« imM to a doooription of too ¥-1 rootot 
M a *ohiolo for oarryiag laotratoato to 100-allo oltitodot aal to» ttohnlgaoo 
roqalrod fior roooforj of laforaatloa obtolaod oa too flight« •   FolXaalig an 
outliao of otmotoraX doolga «A «U*** porfaramaoo of tot atfooilo, a total!** 
doooription is proooatod of balllotio traoking protoduroo «ad trajootorloo, 

i« and oiroaito, toloaotorlag opjalpaoatj and data rotor din tad 

ttoaloal Ctoiaotorlatloo of tto lootot 

lootot BM 

Tto T* rootot, «000 diaowioao aad otBfoaoato art ladloatod im Fig« 
Xt mo doolgaod aad prodoood In Ooiaaay dariag too aar aad too tooa aodiflod 
la tola oouatry for roooaron pnrpoooo*   Xt too a total loagth of 4* foot U 
laotoo aad lo I foot 6 laotoo la dlaaotor*   Tto oxtraat dlaaator of too ftoo 
lo IX foot 8 laotoo.   Tto total aoight lo about 8,000 poaado aaXoadod aad 
about 14 toao loadoaV 

Tto rootot lo poaorod by a jot aotor aolaf oloetoX for fool aad Xlfold 
oxygon ao too oxtdlior«   Ovar 19,000 panada of fool aad oaddlsor aro oood, 
aaloh alloat tto aotor to oporato for about 60 ooooado«   Tto proooaro la too 
ooataotloa otoator lo about X« atootphorot at 80CXTC aad tto gao oxlt loloolty 
lo of tto ordor of 6,860 ft/too, glriag a throat of 28 toao*   A otooa torblao 
drlato tto fool aad oaddlsor paapo, tto otooa tola* foxaratod by tto roaotloa 
of aydrogoa poroxido aad oodlua poraa&gaaato« 

Tto toroot prodaooo aa aoooloratloa of og aad a atloelty of aboat 8000 
ft/ooo Jutt toforo fool tort oat» toich ooonro at a holght of aboat 100,000 
foot,   AXtltodoo botoooa 66 oad 114 allot havo boon attalaod alto flight 
tlaot of about 8 almrto«.   That, porlodt of four to fiat alautot ha*o tooa 
tpoat aboto tto tolghto roaohod proriouoly by oooadlag tolloont«   Xlluotratito 
tra jootortoo aro thoaa la Figo, t aad 3. 

Laaaohlag Frooodaroo 

Tto 7-8 lo a oolf-lauaohlag rootot roqalrlag ao propolliag otorgo or 
boottor to lift It from tto groand,   Tto laaaohlag otaad lo aoroly a plat« 
fora oa toloh tto rootot rooto toforo tto aotor lo tot la oporation,   Ao a 
taftty prooa«tloa9 tto rootot It not ftaolod aatll It lo oa tto otaad aad 
roady to to f irod» 

A blook honoo, alth roiaforood oonoroto aallt 16 laotoo thiok, lo lo- 
oatod 1000 foot from too laaaohlag oquipnant to theltor poroonaol daring laaaoh- 
lag«   Tto blook honoo it tto ooatrol ooator for to» oatlro laanohlag oporatloa* 
Starting oiroolto for tto rootot aotor aad for tto aarhoad laotraaoatatioa 
torainmto in too blook honoo»   Gonaunloation it aaiutaiaod botoooa too blook 
honoo aad all oboorrlag aad rooordlag ttatlono looatod at various polt&o la 
tho Proving Ground» 
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Trajectory Control 

The trajectory of the 1P-2 if controlled by a stabilising mechanism la the 
rooket and limited if asoossary by a remote oontrol fuel cut-off system* Fuel 

j cut-off is effooted when a Multiple ohaanel radio receiver in the V-t reoeltes 
the proper command. This system has been used on certain fliehte when the T-2 
aid not follow a safe trajootory» Radar plotting boards and *sky screens" are 
used to determine the necessity for fuel-cut-off« 

\ 
\ The stabilisation system Installed in the rocket consists essentially of 

pro-set gyro orientors and servo mechanisms for the operation of exterior 
control Taaes and for carbon control rodders placed in the exhamst jet. The 
desired trajectory is determined before the flight and the gyres are set mo» 

j cordlngLy. 

j Medications <£ fls. ISStil ttt. mmemmmialft 2H 

fl» 3^ Warhead 

The portion of the T-2 rocket most useful for scientific research purposes 
is the warhead where space le available for instrumentation« warheads for the 

j    T-2' e hare been designed by the Ravel Research Laboratory especially for 
scientific use and are manufactured by the Rural dun factory for all mertlel- 
patlng groups. 

The warhead consists of a nose section made in two parts, and a main body. 
The main body is of east stsel 3/8 inches thick and 57 inches long« with a 
bass diameter of 37 5/8 inches. Accees to the Interior is by means of three 
gasketed ports* Two of these, located diametrically opposite each other and 
16 3/4 inches above the base, are 15 x 17 inches. The third port, located at 
right angles to the others and 42 1/8 Inches above the base plate, ie 12 x 13 
inches. The nose compartment, lying between the noes tip and the maim body of 
the warhead, le 22 inches long, with a base diameter of 12.37 Inches and with 
a 6 inch access port. The nose tip is 12 inches long with a base diameter of 
3 inches. The warhead has an over-all length of 7 feet 6 inches and weighs 1055 
pounds empty« 

As originally supplied, the base plate of the warhead was welded in as am 
integral part of the warhead, experience on the assembly of apparatus in mm 
early flight indicated the desirability of separating the come from the base so 
that apparatus might be built up on a frame orer which the come could be lowered. 
Later warheads were modified to hare a separate bass plate which is bolted to 
the oone after instrumentation is completed. In thle manner, assembly and test« 
lng is greatly facilitated and no design limitations based cm accees port else 
are imposed. 

The T-2 warhead has available 19.6 cubic feet of spaee for scientific 
instrumentation. To make optimum use of this space requires careful design and 
placement of equipment, and has resulted in the use of a ipyramidi frame with 
compartments into which are fitted the various electronic units with the smaller 
and lighter units near the top. Bulkheads constructed Inside the two opposite 
accees ports are ueed for holding the Geiger tube telescopes, with two of the 
tubes outside the bulkhead and, except for a shielding cover of one-quarter inch 
plywood, the ports are exposed to the atmosphere. 
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Iqalpmaat it Wilt Ott chassat fabricated fron l/8-lnch steel plate with 
1/8-iach tad support plates oa which connector plugs art mounted« Cat cbatttt 
tlldt into tat compartments ia tat pyramid aad art secured Vy spring clips. 
Conatctor plugs art need throughout to preside a quick aad aaay method of 
assembly aad testing, all ground coanectlone art carritd by virtt rather than 
ay tat tody of tat warhead. 

Additional frame for lmerlmantal loalsjL«at 

from tiat to tlat tost «pact ia tat aft atctloa of tht rocktt hat seen 
amdt available for lastrumaatatloa. Hi«» ttaptratartt aad Titration art 
encountered «at to tat proximity of tat motor; howerer, tat possibilities for 
rsoorery of equipment iattalltd hart hart proved to be relatively food. 

additional tpaot it available in oat quadrant of tht control compartment, 
fait tpaot. umprttsurlstd aad lying laatdiattly aft of tht warhead, it 4 fttt 
7 Inchtt lone «ad hat hatt diaatttra of 37 5/8 inchtt and 54 1/2 lachet. It 
it mttfal for homtlac tach instruments at cameras, rtcordtrt and timtrs. 
Other qaadrante la tat control compartment contain the telemetering transmitter, 
the emergency eat-off receiver, the Doppler tracking unit, aad rocket eoatrol 
equipment. 

Factor» to he Coatldered la Y-2 Ixporlmentatlom 

fat T-2 constitutes an exceptional Tehicle for carrying Instrumente to 
auch creator altitudes than hart evtr before been reached. Xtt met» however, 
alto introduces unusual and exacting eireuastaacet under which the experimen- 
tation matt be performed. The following paragraphs contain a discussloa of 
soat of tht mort Important of these conditions» aad of the general techniques 
need to insure Operation during the flight of the T-2. Specific problems will 
be treated ia more detail in later sectloas of this chapter, 

1. all equipment fired in the 7-2 is affected by the acceler- 
ation of the missile. She maximum acceleration due to 
propulsion is 6g, and the equipment has been designed to 
operate under this condition. It has been eetinated that 
the rocket undergoes a 17g lateral aeesleratioa toward tat 
tad of tht flight due to Titration, k shako tablt aad a 
centrifuge hare been used to study the operation of 
equipment under Tarious Accelerations» 

2. another situation encountered in experimentation at high 
altitudes is the breakdown of air at an insulator at low 
pressurss. fat solutloa of this problem has been to maintain 
tht interior of the warhead at atmospheric pressurs by means 
of gaskets on tht warhead bass and doort. Cablt connections 
are brought through ths warhead base by means of prtssuristd 
receptacles and plugs, which are eorered by brass cylinders 
and packing glands to form an airtight seal on the cable. 
Recorder leads, for example, carry high TOltage pulses and 
art protected in this manner, telemetering leads and control 
circuit loads operating at low potential do not require this 
special treatment. It le not considered necessary to 
pressurise the top section of the warhead where such equipment 
as the solar speotrograph is operated. 
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5« It hat been calculated that the maximum skin temperature en- 
countered in the «ritttd «111 be at tho nose tip and may be of 
tho order to «00* to 800#C« Duo to th* high heat oapaoity of 
tho rocket and to tho relatively short time in whioh the rocket 
enooumtors appreciable air friction* it appears that tho tem- 
poraturo riot la tho warhead it not groat and that no opoolal 
prooautiono art needed to insure oporation of olootronio equip- 
ment« It was notod that tht paint on tho outaido of tho rookot 
fired July 80, 1946 m only slightly blistered, lndloatiag 
relatively moderate akin temperatures in flight« Tho Geiger 
tubes uood in tho flight« have boon tottod for roliablo opor- 
ation at Tar lout temperatures« It bat boon found that thoy 
«ill operate successfully at temperatures at high at 100*C and 
a« low at 10*C, a rango that exoeeds all temperatures to bo 
oxpootod in flight« 

4« Recovery of data hat boon an important phase of tho V-2 program» 
Two parallel mtthodt have boon used, oat being telemetering and 
the other phytloal recovery of reoordert within tho rookot» 

An additional problem of importance it that of determining the 
oporability of equipment during flight to that tho data obtained 
may be interpreted eorrectly, and to that any portions of tho 
instrumentation which fail in flight may be redesigned at re- 
quired« A method of calibrating the Geiger oountert during tho 
flight by periodically expoting them to Beta particle radiation 
from a radioactive phosphorus source has been used to establish 
the operation of the oountert as well as tho olootronio circuits. 

The radioactive Phosphorus (P52) ussd in this experiment was 
supplied by tho Monsanto Chsmioal Company« Clinton Laboratories, 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee and obtained on allocation from the U« S« 
Atomic Energy Commission« 

5« Height allowances for instrumentation are not critical« It is 
necessary duo to stability considerations, however, to have tho 
total weight of tho loaded warhead in the neighborhood of 8200 
pounds« Lead counterweights are added as needed to bring tho 
gross weight to within several hundred pounds of this figure« 
The location of tho center of gravity of tho warhead is not 
critical and particular consideration need not be given to this 
factor in designing the instrumentation« 

6« The position of the rocket in flight is important« Roll is to 
bo expected, and has been induced on some flights to lnoroa** 
stability« The resultant period of roll has varied within the 
range of 6 to 40 seconds« Tumbling in flight, with a psriod 
of about 80 seconds, is typical after burnout« 
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7« The maxims* time inlUUi for obtaining data It of 
importance in planning T-2 experiment* «ad It limited 
by the micelle*s short flight time, «he usable time 
it reduced by warhead blow-off f a technique used to 
separate the V-2 lato two aerodynamically unetable 
nerts la order to lower the terminal Telocity of the 
mi Mile and to facilitate recovery. Ho data ie ••cured 
after separation of the warhead from the mala body. She 
time of flicht from launching to blow-off hat been set 
at 5.5 minutee, by which time the ml teile it over the 
peak of the trajectory oa a flight to an altitude of 100 
ailet and yet it abort the «round oa a short f light to 
a 60-mile height. 

rracMag and Beductloa of Ballistic Data 

tracking of the Y-3 rockets and reduction of trajectory data it con* 
ducted by the Ballistio Besseren Laboratory of the Aberdeen Proring around, 
the Signal Corpt9 and the lew Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arte. 
Meaeuremente made by BEL Include position» Telocity» and acceleration at 
functions of time, aspect, point of impact, and time of flight. BBL alto 
provides time signals on both wire and radio communication channels for use 
by the various ob terror t in coordinating ntaturementt with the trajectory data. 
Radar» radio» photographic» and visual equipment are ueed in making trajectory 
meaeuremente. 

Badar Units 

A beacon-radar system used to obtain the complete trajeotery, consists 
of the SCR-584 radar assisted by a modified 11-19 beaoon in the missile«   Two 
plotting boards are used in conjunct ion with the beacon-radar, one giving 
wart leal height Tt. horitontal dietanoe from the radar tot, and the other 
horisontal range Tt» aslmuth in a polar plot«   Time it shown on both plots as 
dots occurring at one-half second intervals.   The plotting board data has 
sufficient accuracy to locate the missile within a 100 yard sphere.8   Location 
of the missile to within 80 yards range and within one or two mile in aslmuth 
and elevation it obtained from photographic recorde of a data box showing 
aslmuth and elevation dials and a remote 2,000-yard range oeoiiloeoope. 

If the beaoon in the ait tile aa If unctions, no record it produced in the 
main radar station described above«   A tecondary radar station does not uee the 
beaoon and ie provided primarily for short-range information, within 40,000 
yards«   This station employe photographic recording only« 

1  —  
All figures of aoouraoy given in this section are bated on successful operation 
of the instruments under good operating conditions. 
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fiadio doppler equipment is used for determining tht potltloa and the 
velocity of the missile with respect to time. A one-kilowatt transmitter 
beams continuous wave radiation along the trajectory of the T-2« This 
signal ie received by four ground stations and by a receiver located in the 
Bigtile. The airborne receiver amplifies the signal, doubles the frequency 
end feeds the higher frequency signal to a 10-watt transmitter. She four 
ground stations receive the high frequency signal and mix it with* the 
signal received directly from the ground transmitter after this low-fre- 
quency signal has also been doubled. The beat, or doppler frequency, is 
transmitted to a central recording station and from the data recorded, the 
distance to the rocket from each of the receiving stations may be calculated. 
The position of the rocket is then determined by triangulatlon. lach 
quantity taken separately is accurate within 3 meters, the slant range can 
be determined with an accuracy of the same order, and when the distance of tfa» 
missile is large compared with the distance between the receiving stations, 
the error in asimuth le about one-tenth mil and that of the quadrant ele- 
vation is (1/10 sine ej, where ± is the angle aBote the horison. 

Optical Instruments 

Optical instruments used for obtaining such trajectory data as position, 
velocity, acceleration, and aspect include the following: (a) Two Bowen-Xhapp 
cameras, (b) two Mitchell photothcodollteo', (c) two Askanla phototheodolites, 
(d) two ballistic cameras, and (e) one telescope with recording camera. 

The Bowen-Kaapp cameras, operating at 30 frames per second, are used to 
record the first 8000 feet of the trajectory, the probable error In position 
is about 0,04 mils, while the error in aspect about 10 mils, and timing error 
is atout 50 microseconds. 

The Mitchell phototheodolites secure data during the first 100,000 feet 
of the trajectory, and are run at 10 frames per second. Positional accuracy 
is obtained to a probable error of 0.4 mils and the timing accuracy is of the 
order of 1/300 second. 

The Askanla phototheodolites observe the first 100,000 feet of the 
trajectory or more, being operated at a rate of 3.3 franee per second. Po- 
sitional accuracy is about 0.2 mils, and timing accuracy le around 1/100 second« 

The quadrant-type belli stlo cameras record the position of the rocket 
between 30,000 and 70,000 feet. Probable error in position is 0.04 mils and 
timing ie accurate to 1/1000 second. 

The telescope with recording motion picture camera is primarily need for 
observation of the aspect of the missile during its flight in the upper 
atmosphere. A 4.5-inch refracting telescope of 60 inches prime focus has been 
used. By means of an amplifying lone, an image is recorded by a 36mm motion 
picture camera with the scale of the photograph being 1 am to 1/3 of a minute 
of are. The telescope is located on a motor driven mount and trained with 301 
binoculars. Exposures may be made at the rate of 16 to 31 frames per second« 
The probable error in yaw Measurements at 250,000 feet is about 4 mils* 

The master time signal is Impressed on each of the tracking instruments« 
This signal» initiated by the rocket at the lnetant it leaves the launcher» 
originates in the block house and is derived from an 80 kilocycle crystal 
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osoillator aeourate to ono part In 50,000, 

In general tbo traoking *•** hart boon adequate for all experiments per- 
formed by APL to datei preoioe measurements of tbo trajectory data hare not 
boon required« In the instances where radar data have not boos available, a 
parabollo trejeotory has boon assumed after fuel burn-out* Checks have boon 
made using ^*is method of plotting tho high altltudo trajootory on flights 
where tbo radar data aro available, and tbo oaloulatod and experimental tra- 
jootory ouiToo agree. 

Tbo radar traoking bao loot tbo boaoon signal at times, ono oauoo for 
tbla bolng attonuatlon by tbo lonttod exhaust gaooo while tbo motor lo oper- 
ating« On tbo April 8, 1947 flight, for tho first time, tbo boaoon signal 
was received every half-second fron launoblng to fuol cut-off • Tbo loos of 
boaoon signal toward tbo ond of flight is believed to bars boon duo to tbo 
tumbling of tbo rockst« Bo boaoon-radar traoking was obtalnod on tbo April 
1, 1947 flight sinoo tho boaoon oould not bo turnod on prior to launoblng« 

Tbo phototheodolite measurements have proved to bo Tory roliablo 
although oloud formations  have, at times, obsourod propor observation« Tbo 
traoking data giving tho oriontation of tho missile have not boon adoquato in 
■any oasos and spoolal installations ha?o boon uads by APL for in-flight oper- 
ation» This equipment is dosoribod elsewhere in this roport. 

Tho trajootory data suppllod by BBL is roproduood in Figs« 4 through 15» 
In tho photothoodolito curves, tho origin of tho ooordinatos is taken to bo 
tho launoblng site« Ths positive Z ooordinato is north and tho positive Z 
coordinate is oast« Tho Y ooordinato roprosonts tbo vertical. Tho angle be- 
tween tho trajootory and tho vertical is Y , while 6 is the angle be- 
tween tho trajootory and ths horizontal* 

ry of Altitudes Attained by APL V-2 Rooksts 

Tbo following table summarises the performance of rooksts fired during 
tho period of this report* 

TABLE I 

Missile So« Date        Maxima Altitude in Miles 

9 July SO, 1946 100 
*8 October 24, 1946 65 
17 
82 

July 80, 1946 
October 24, 1946 05 

December 17, 1946 114 
April 1, 1947 76 

28                April 8, 1947 68 

Power for V-2 Experiments 

The souroo of power for operating instruments in the V-2 and tho oiroults 
required for its distribution aro dosoribod in this section of tho report« 

Batteries 

Primary power for operating tho experimental equipment in the V-2 is 
obtalnod from a bank of 6-Tolt lead-add storage batteries installed in the 
warhead«   This souroo operates the eleotronlo tube heaters and the generators 
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supplying electronic tube plate and screen current. A 24-rolt lead-acid 
battery supply operates various auxiliary circuits such as timing motors and 
calibrators* A high-voltage source of about 1000 rolts is supplied to the 
Teiger tubes from a special battery composed of a number of small 22.5-volt 
hearing-aid batteries set in wax, as shown in Jig. 16. 

The lead-moid cells constituting the priasry po**r supply are aircraft 
batteries of a non-spillable construction permitting operating in any 
orientation« About 50 amperes is needed to supply heater current and 60 
amperes is required to operate the DC generators furnishing plate voltage. 
The batteries« shown in Pig« 17, are capable of supplying this current for a 
period of 20 minutes. 

Four values of voltage are required for the various electronic plate and 
screen circuits and are provided by the above generators which are capable of 
delivering 355 volts at 150 miliiamperes. Voltages used in most experimente 
are 67.5, 135, 200. and 250. Separate generators supply each potential, and 
dropping resistors reduce the 355 volts to the required values. In order to 
reduce the dissipation in the dropping resistors and cut down battery drain, 
the generators supplying 67.5 and 135 volts are operated with an input 
voltage of 4 volts. Badio frequency and ripple filters are provided in the 
output circuit of each generator, 

These four voltages together with the 6-volt supply and a 24-volt supply 
are fed to a junction box which has a number of output plugs whereby voltages 
are supplied to each unit of the experiment using a standard plug and cable 
arrangement. Dry batteries (22.5-volt) furnish bias voltages which are 
adjusted by a divider in each particular unit and decoupled by a suitable 
filter network. 

Space considerations require that as few batteries as possible be used 
for the power supply. The result of an inadequate power supply is the 
probability of low filament voltage. Since the plate current in most of the 
tubes is of high value, the filament current must be maintained near the rated 
value to prevent large changes in tube characteristics. Laboratory tests 
indicate that the power supplies used are adequate to operate the equipment 
satisfactorily for a period considerably in excess of the required time of 
flight» 

The same bank of batteries used on a flight is also used to power the 
equipment during laboratory and proving ground test periods. Provision is made 
for charging the batteries with a high current, "quick charge" battery charger 
which Is also "floated" across the battery bank during the test use. This 
method has proved highly successful, removing the need for auxiliary test power 
supplies and attendant changeover switches, and assuring that flight operating 
potentials are the eame as test conditions. 

Control Circuit 

A control circuit, Fig. 16, has been designed that permits part of the 
experimental equipment in the V-2 to be turned on from the block house Just 
prior to the time of launching. The remainder is started automatically when 
the missile is launched. Tfee circuit for remote control allows the electronic 
equipment to be warmed up before the flight starts and in addition permits a 
"ground record". 



FIG. 16   Voltage Supply for Geiger tubes 

?I(k 17   Primary Power Supply Batteries 
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A typical control olrouit if shown in Fig« 19«   Push buttons in the 
block house oontrol relay-operated switohss in ths warhead which apply 
heater voltage and plats voltage.    A msohanioal interlock in ths blook house 
prevents the plate supply from being turned on before the filament supply Is 
on in order to allow filament warm-up*   Filament voltage and the voltage to 
the plate-supply generators is monitored in the blook house, allowing oper- 
atic m personnel to determine that the power has actually been supplied to the 
equipment before the rocket is launched.    The relay-operated switches in- 
stalled in the warhead are of a rotary type that smy be turned off as well as 
on, by means of the oontrol box in the blook house, thus permitting stopping 
the record in the event of a misfire or a delay in firing* 

The filament relay has a contact oapable of oarrying 100 amperes and in 
the operating position has a small "holding current" through the ooil im 
order to look it against vibration«    The plate-supply relay, also of ths rotary 
type, has several decks and is used to connect several separate oirsuits 
simultaneously including the 6-volt and 4-volt supplies to the generators as 
well as bias and 24-volt batteries« 

Voltage is applied to the gyros through the latter relay causing them to 
start rotating so that they may be up to speed and stabilized before the 
rocket takes off«   A thermal delay has been incorporated in the gyro olrouit 
to prevent uncaging of the gyros while the holding relays described below are 
being changed over to an armed position« 

The speetrograph, warhead blow-off timer, and earth camera start operation 
automatically when the V-2 is launched.    The ground return of a normally closed 
holding relay is made through a pull-out plug«    This plug, indicated on the 
circuit diagram, is automatically disconnected when the rocket starts to move»« 
Hhen the ground return is broken, the oontrol compartment switch whioh has 
been held open by the relay is dosed, actuating the various circuits through 
Independent contacts on the control compartment relay switch*. 

Telemetering 

The problem of recording data was recognised early in the 7-2 recket 
program when a telemetering system designed by the Rockst Sonde Section of the 
Naval Research Laboratory was installed in the July 30, 1946 missile«   Although 
physical recovery of recording devices after impact has k 'oved useful it has 
net been completely reliable, particularly in the early phases of the program« 
NHL telemetering service has been highly successful im recording many kinds of 
data, and much of the suooess of the research program has been due to this« 

Upper Atmosphere Research Report Ho. I6 oontalns a oomplete description 
of the technical details of tne system«   Briefly, it is a time-modulated pulse 
system whioh delivers higher peak power at a lower average power consumption 
than a continuous carrier system«    It operates at about 1000 megacycles, a 
frequency high enough to penetrate the ionosphere«    The data voltages from 
experimental equipment are converted into time intervals defined by voltage 
j _ 

TG-29, "High Altitude Research of the Applied Physics Laboratory," 
October 8, 1947. 
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pulse«. The data voltage« are «ampled in a specific order and are used to 
generate pulse«, the time interval« between which correspond to the magnitude 
of the «ampled data voltage«. The interval« maintain the same time «equence 
a« the «ampled voltage«, the pul«e marking the end of one interval serving a« 
the*initial pul«e of the «ucceeding interval. A complstj «ampling of all 
data voltage« i« taken periodically and u«ed to form a group of time interval« 
which correspond in length to the magnitude of the sampled data voltages. 
The intervals maintain the same time sequence as the sampled voltages, the 
pulse marking the end of one interval serving a« the initial pulse of the 
succeeding interval. A complete »ampling of all data voltages is taken peri- 
odically and used to form a group of time intervals. A master keyer ini- 
tiates the taking of each group of data at a uniform rate. The distinction 
"between different groups is made possible by allowing for a sufficiently 
long time before the initial pulses of each group. For this reason, the 
Interval between the last pulse of one group and the first of the next is made 
very much longer than any of the measured intervals. 

The voltage pulses are transmitted from the rocket and received by ground 
stations which decode and record the data. Several methods of recording the 
data voltages are used, including a record on a moving strip of photographic 
paper made by Hathaway magnetic string oscillographs, and a motion picture 
record of the meter panel. A wire recording is made of the signal taken off 
before the decoder as a precaution against decoder failure. The master time 
signal is impressed on each of the various recording devices. 

The over-all response of the telemetering system is very nearly linear. 
A careful determination of the departure from complete linearity is made for 
each channel prior to a flight. A typical example of the type calibration 
curve obtained is shown in Fig. 20. It will be noted that the per cent of 
maximum output voltage obtained for a given input voltag* is plotted against 
the Input voltage. During actual flight, two known voltages are periodically 
and alternately applied at the input of each channel requiring specific cali- 
bration. This provides two known points on the calibration curve. It is 
assumed that even though there may be a drift in the magnitude of the output 
for a given input, the form of the calibration curve remains unchanged. The 
over-all accuracy of the telemetering system, neglecting error introduced by 
the data gathering instruments, has been estimated by the Haval Research Labora- 
tory to be roughly + 5 per cent. 

A 50-microsecond time .interval is allowed for sero data voltage, and a 
200-microsecond time Interval for + 5-volt data voltage. Between cycles, 600 
microseconds are allowed; thus, since there are in all 23 channels, the various 
data voltages are each sampled a maximum of 192 times per «econd. Since the 
response of the string galvanometers is adequate up to 1000 cps, the resolution 
is limited by the «ampling rate. 

It ha« been oustomary to ««sign 15 or 16 of the 25 ehaanel« to the agency 
responsible for the instrumentation for the partioular flight« If the msxiimap 
rate of «ampling is not required, meonanioal «uboommutation may be accomplished 
by a meohanioal conmutator. This procedure has been «uooeasfully used in taking 
the gyro measurements of the pitoh and yaw of the rookat* 

Figure 21 is a seotlon of the URL telemetering reoord and Fig« 20 the 
over-all calibration curve of one channel. 
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Data Rooordlng and Recovery 

Certain types of data, solar spectra for example, are not readily 
adaptable to transmission by the telemetering system discussed in the pre- 
deeding chapter*    It it, therefore» desirable to make records within the 
warhead during the 7-2 flight and to recover these records after the missile 
has returned to the earth«    The flight of Hay 10, 1946 indicated that great 
care would be required if physical recovery of equipment or records was to 
be achieved after Impact*   After this flight» an extensive search of the 
impact orater and surrounding area failed to recover any of the rooket 
instrumentation*    In the preceding flight only a few pieces of equipment were 
found after Impact, in spite of the fact that this rocket rose to an altitude 
of only 14,000 feet* 

Two possibilities for increasing the chances for physical recovery after 
impact seemed worthy of investigation*   The first was to render the missile 
more unstable when it re-entered the atmosphere and thus reduce Its terminal 
velocity*   The second possibility was to eject equipment near the end of 
flight and reduce the velocity of the ejected equipment by some trailing 
device*    The use of parachutes to lower all or part of the missile was con- 
sidered«    It was felt, however, that t*e development of parachutes to operate 
under the exacting conditions involved would be a lengthy process and that some 
more portions of the equipment could be designed sufficiently rugged to with- 
stand a relatively high impact velocity * 

In June 1946 the New Mexico Sohool of Mines began work on the recovery 
problem, operating under a Bureau of Ordnance contract and under the techni- 
cal direction of API.*   The systems developed for warhead blow-off and for 
ejection are described in the following paragraphs» 

Warhead Blow-off Technique 

It was thought that if the 7-2 were separated by explosion into two 
sections as it entered the atmosphere the velocity at impact would be consider- 
ably reduced slnoe the pieces would possess less aerodynamic stability than 
the whole rooket«    Consideration was given to the following methods of reducing 
aerodynamic stabilityi 

1*    Blow-off of tail^fins with a small amount of explosive 
to render the missile so unstable that it would break 
up through Inherent structural weakness« 

2* Separation of the missile by explosives at the junction 
of the control compartment and fuel section* 

S* Separation of the warhead from the body of the 7-2 by a 
small amount of explosive on the struts adjacent to the 
warhead at the top of the control oompartvent* 

The first method was discarded largely because of difficulties involved 
in installation and the lack of assurance that it would guarantee separation» 
The second method was not used because of the possibility of the light control 
seotion offering some stabilisation to the falling warhead«    Slnoe the third 

J*»~- 
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method seemed to be the most practical, it was adopted and developed by the 
New Mexico Sohool of Mines. 

The Naval Research Laboratory had already attempted warhead blow-off in 
a flight just prior to the APL flight of July 30, 1946.    One-pound charges of 
TNT were plaoed on eaoh of the four struts of the control compartment, but 
this did not effect separation of the warhead from the main body of the V-2. 
It was, therefore, apparent that a larger charge should be used in the APL 
attempt« 

On the July 30, 1946 flight, one pound eaoh of TNT and nitrostaroh were 
bolted to eaoh of the four main struts of the control compartment.    These 
were fired from a central souroe by dual strands of priinaoord actuated by two 
No. 3 eleotrio caps.    Warhead blow-off was successful, and the main body of 
the rocket pancaked on the desert with no crater (Figs.  22,  23, 24).    This was 
a notable achievement, demonstrating that the velocity at impact was greatly 
reduced by severing the warhead on descent.    However, despite a diligent 
search, the warhead was never located.    It is believed that the explosive charge 
was excessive and destroyed the warhead assembly.    On October 24, the  same 
procedure was foll^ed except that a two-pound charge of TNT was used on each 
of the struts.    Only the base plate of the warhead was found.    It was punctured 
and apparently had been torn from the cone by an excessive amount of explosive. 
On several later flights, the charges were moved to a position 13 inches below 
the warhead, but this did not conclusively affect the chance for warhead re- 
covery.    On the April 8, 1947 flight, the charge was reduoed to one pound plaoed 
on each strut just below the base plate, with the result that the warhead was 
recovered in one piece.    The base plate was not punctured, as on the October 24, 
1947 flight when the two-pound charge was used, but was bent so as to indicate 
that the charge had been the cause of the separation.    Figure 25 shows a warhead 
as found on the desert and Fig. 26 after excavation. 

The altitude at which blow-off occurs is an important faotor controlling 
reoovery possibilities, the optima being between 20 and 30 miles.    If blow-off 
is effected at a lower altitude, the terminal velocity of the parts is not 
reduced sufficiently, and if it occurs at a greater height the parts are 
scattered over an unneoessarily large area.    A mechanical timing device was de- 
signed and was set to detonate the explosive at 330 seconds, since this would 
allow the rocket to reaoh the peak of its trajectory on a 100-mile flight but, 
on a short 60 mile flight, warhead blow-off would still be effected before the 
missile reached the ground. 

The timing device used was a cam-actuated switch driven by a geared-down 
27 volt d-c motor, shown in Fig. 27. Safety precautions were observed in the 
circuit until the instant of firing in order to prevent premature detonation 
of the oharges on the ground* An additional safety device independent of the 
motor operation was provided by a pressure-actuated, unshorting switch cali- 
brated to open at 15,000 feet. Installation of the warhead blow-off timer in 
the control oompartment is shown in Fig. 28. 

Radio oontrol of blow-off replaced the meohanical timer on the April 8, 
1947 and subsequent flights.    The same receiver used for radio oontrol of fuel 
out-off was employed successfully in this operation. 

Warhead blow-off on all flights from that of July 30, 1946, through 
April 8, 1947 was normal with the exception of the Deoember 17,  1946 flight and 
ocoured at the desired time.    On the December 17 flight, the missile sepa- 
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rated at 440 seconds, presumably from collapse or explosion of the fuel tanks. 
Apparently, either the timing equipment, tail launching switch, or connections 
failed, although sufficient parts were not recovered to ascertain the cause 
of failure. Warhead "blow-off has proved a satisfactory and dependable method 
of lowering the terminal velocity to a few hundred feet a second, enough to 
achieve reasonably good physical recovery of recorded data such as exposed 
spectrographic and movie film protected by thick-walled cassettes. 

Equipment Ejection Device 

A device was developed and tested by the New Mexico School of Mines for 
the ejection of equipment during flight. 

A cylindrical container 3 1/2 by lU 1/2 inches, shown in Fig. 29, hold- 
ing three recording units, retardation equipment for the container, a ten- 
minute flare for night location of the container or a smoke generator for day 
use, and a package of powder to burst on impact was designed to fit in the 
ejection cylinder to bt? installed in the warhead. Connection to the recording 
equipment was made through a multiple-connection pull-out plug. The retarding 
device was a series of dural discs, polished to aid recovery, strung on a 
twelve-foot length of one-eighth inch aircraft control cable. A sectional 
steel tube surrounded the discs and transmitted the propelling force directly 
to the top of the flare container. This tube was automatically discarded upon 
leaving the launcher, allowing the retardation discs to string out. The pro- 
pellant finally adopted was made up of about 42 grams of 105mm howitzer pro- 
pellant and 10 grams of black powder, detonated with a No. 6 electric blasting 
cap. When weighted wooden blocks were used to simulate equipment, this mixture 
was found to be relatively slow-burning and to provide positive ejection without 
damaging the launcher or equipment. Ejection was timed for 320 seconds, to be 
accomplished by the warhead blow-off timer. The ejecting end of the ejection 
cylinder was solder-sealed with a brass plate to maintain the pressurization in 
the warhead. In addition, the propollant end was provided with a gaaketed, 
flanged end plate to allow insertion of the propellant after all other instal- 
lations were complete. 

Tests of the assembled equipment which indicated that recovery might be 
possible were made by dropping it from an airplane at about 5000 feet. The 
blue water-color paint powder was distributed over an area about 15 feet in 
diameter. The ejection equipment was installed in the warhead for the October 
24, 1946 flight, but during the final pressure tests of the warhead, the safety 
factor for the unit was exceeded and the equipment was damaged to some extent. 
As too little time remained to effect repairs, the ejection opening (Fig. 30) 
was welded over and this part of the test cancelled. This equipment has not been 
included on any of the other flights to date. 

Recording Equipment 

Various types of recording apparatus have been installed in the rockets 
to record data during the actual flight. Satisfactory recovery of photographic 
film, used in the spect-rographs and in the various cameras, has been achieved 
in a number of instances. The details of the various models used to protect 
film are given in the discussion of the instruments in which films are used. 
Electric recording devices have been installed in connection with the Geiger 
tubes, gyro orientert, and other such devices. These data have also been tele- 



JIG. 27   Cam-actuated Timing Derice 

FIG. 28   Warhead Blow-off Timer Installed in Control Compartment 
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metered to ground stations«    Since these electrio recorders have been of 
several types and since to date no data have been obtained through their use 
(only two were ever recovered), the description of the recorders will be brief» 

Preliminary consideration was given to a magnetic wire recorder but this 
was never used since tests indicated that the wire would be liable to tangle 
badly at impact,   A second type of recorder using a rotating steel drum punched 
by a eerie8 of solenoid-operated needles was used in the July 30, 1946 warhead 
which was never found, and also on the October 24, 1S46 missile where the drum 
did not revolve, presumably because of the acceleration of the rocket«    Use of 
the steel drum recorder was discontinued because of the problem of driving such 
a heavy mechanism and because of the difficulty involved in reducing the record« 
The next recorder used was made from the small 6-channel paper recorder shown 
in Fig« 33 modified to use a brass tape on which solenoid-operated needles punched 
a small dot for each impulse.    The tape was protected by a steel cylinder one- 
half Inch thick with wood packing as shown in Fig. 76.    The brass tape reoorders 
were used in the April 16, 1946, May 10, 1946, October 24, 1946, December 17, 
1946 and April 1, 1947 missiles, but none was recovered«    Figure 31 shows the 
recorder cylinder mounted in the V-2. 

Since a sufficient supply of brass tape recorders was not available to 
permit use in future V-2 rockets, work was started on a photographic recorder 
in which small flashing neon lights expose 35mm film.    With a lens aperture of 
f :3«5 and a focal length of 2 inches, it has been possible to record 20 
channels with a resolution of better than 100 counts per second« 

Such a recorder was hurriedly constructed for use in the April 8, 1947 
missile, but unfortunately did not operate because of insufficient motor driving 
power«    A new design has been made with a stronger motor and propor film a- 
lignment providing for 50 feet of film to be reeled up into an armored cassette« 

A timing signal deriv»3 from motor-driven commutators or from a resistance- 
capacitance oscillator was imposed on each of the various recording devioes. 

For most laboratory test purposes, a 20-channel Esterline-Angus pen 
recorder has been used.    These recorders have proved to be of great value, 
allowing visual inspection of all channels simultaneously during operating 
tests.    A section of the ground test record so obtained is shown in Fig« 32« 

Impact Area Search 

The location of the impact araa, and the searching of this area for 
recoverable equipment, has developed from a hit-or-miss attempt by a large 
number of untrained men into a skilled, coordinated effort by a few trained men« 
Warhead blow-off has eliminated the need for extensive searohing parties and 
digging operations, since the equipment remains on the surface of the ground 
after its terminal velocity has been reduced by the separation of the missilei 
rather than forming the large craters common before the blow-off teohnique was 
perfeoted«    Recovery in the April 8, 1947 flight was 100 per cent successful. 

In the early flights, the impact area was usually 70 to 100 miles from 
the launohing site and in a terrain unfavorable to reoovery.    Growth often ob- 
scured vision to distances no greater than 10 feet and the time consumed in 
traveling to and from the impact area often took a major part of the working day« 
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On the July 30, 1946 recovery, for example, a number of *earch«rs ware 
assigned by the commanding officer of the 1st Ouided Missile Battalion, ?*ri 
Bliss, Texas. The men «ere stationed in long lines at Intervals of about 10 
feet, and searched an area of about 10 square miles in three days. 

Current search parties consist of about 10 experienced men; larger 
parties are organised only if the critical items are not found in a reasonable 
Use« Air reconnaissance pl&nes report the impact point. Ground observers 
at 10 mile intervals are stationed along the expected trajectory and with their 
aid, communication is maintained between the search party and the spotters* 

In cooperation with the Array Ordnance Department at White Sands, an 
aerial survey was made to determine which areas of the proving ground would 
be desirable for the impact areat and receni flights, a new programming of 
the fli^at has been used in an attempt to have impact occur in a more 
accessible region where growth is not excessive. Thic new programming has 
greatly reduced the effort required for recovery. 

Aerial reconnaissance is maintained over the impact area, which is 
usually from 6 to 8 mils* Ion.: and 2 to 4 miles wide, to lead in the search 
party and to locate equipment strewn withing the impact area.  The equipment 
has been found to form a rather consistent pattern, and from the location of 
a few places of the equipment the experienced searchers car. predict where the 

rest of the equipment will probably be. It has been noted, for example, that 
all the equipment contained in the warhead will be found in one relatively 
small area and all the equipment in the main body and tail section will be 
found in another small area. The equipment in the control compartment, which 
is blown apart high in the air by the warhead blow-off, is scattered over a 
wider area. 

A summary of apparatus recovered on various flights is presented in 
Table II. 

RECOVERY OF APPARATUS 7IREP IN 1-2 ROCKET? 

Date Location Recovered     Kot Recovered 

July 20, 1946 Two steel drum recorders 
Alpha particle film 

Varhead 
Varhead 

October 24, 
1946 

Three brass tape recorders 
Three steel drum recorders 
Spectrograph 
Earth Camera 

Varhead 
Control Compartment 
Tail 
Midbodj 

X 
X 
X 

December 17, 
1946 

Alpha particle film 
Brass tape recorders 
Brass tape recorders 
Grenade camera 
Fungus spores 

Control Compartment 
Varhead 
Control Compartment 
Control Compartment 
Varhead 

I 

April 1, 1947 Yerkes spectrOgraph 
APL spectrograph 
Earth camera 
Eight alpha particle films 
Three brass tape recorders 

Tail 
Varhead 
Control Compartment 
Control Compartment 
Control Compartment 

I 
X 

April 8, 1947 Neon recorder 
Spectrograph 
Earth Camera 

Control Compartment 
Varhead 
Control Compartment 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

I 
X 
X 
X 

I 
X 
X 

/r 
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Chapter III 

COSMIC RAY STUDIES 

Preliminary Cosmic Ra£ Experiments 

The April 16 and May 10, 1946 V-2 rockets wore equipped with the origi- 
nal German warhead in which the space was not definitely assigned to any par- 
ticular group fe~ scientific purposes.    The Applied Physics Laboratory was 
offered the opportunity of doing a simple experiment in the first and third 
V-2 missiles for the purpose of gaining experience with rocket instrumentation. 
Particular points of interest to APL were (a) a preliminary survey of cosmlo 
rays at high altitudes,  (b) design specifications for mounting    quipmentv (c) 
type of equipment practical for use in rockets,  (d) whether this equipment 
would operate under in-flight conditions,  (e) and recovery possibilities. 

Virtually the same type of equipment was flown on each of the two flights• 
A single Geiger tube shielded by an inoh-thick lead cylindor was used, together 
with a high voltage power supply made up of small hearing-aid batteries.    A 
simple three-tube circuit formed the Geiger pulses to the proper shape, ampli- 
tude and signal level to operate a small motor-driven solenoid recorder which 
punched on a moving brass tape.    Cirouits were actuated by a gravity switch 
where the initial acceleration closed an interlock system applying potentials 
to the circuits and starting the recording meohanism.   Also included was a roll 
of exposed 35 mm film. 

All the instrumentation illustrated in Fig. 33 was built into a unit 
fitting into the housing shown in Fig. 34.    This housing, or top hat, measured 
about 13 x 15 inches and was pressurized at atmospheric pressure.    The sealed 
unit was bolted in a hole in the base plate of the German warhead.    The unit 
was entirely self-starting, eelf-powered, and self-reoording.    No telemetering 
was available for the flights. 

Because of operational failure of the missile, the April 16 flight reached 
only 14,000 feet.    The warhead was recovered and the cylinder shown in Fig. 36, 
was returned for examination.    It was found that the recorder had not operated, 
presumably from the lack of sufficient acceleration on the gravity switch whioh 
was set to operate at 4g.    The previously exposed film was recovered in good 
condition and was satisfactorily developed.    On the May 10 flight the rocket 
attained an altitude of 90 miles and formed a large crater upon impact.    Con- 
siderable effort was expended in arranging and conducting excavation, but no 
indication of the warhead was ever found. 

Equipment and Cirouits for V-2 Cosmic Ray Experiments 

Cosmic Ray Telescopes 

Use of the coincidence technique as applied in Geiger counter telescopes 
permits the connection of counters in such a manner that several mu6t discharge 
simultaneously or within an assignable time interval of each other.    Thus, it 
becomes possible to determine the direction of a particle by the use of two or 
more counters plaoed in line.   Multiple coincidences permit analysis of the 
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flth 35   Condition of Cosmic Bay Becorder Cylinder After Impact 

complex ionizing phenomena encountered in the cosmic radiation in which an 
ionizing particle may by followed as it traverses matter and generate« secon- 
dary particles with various characteristics. 

The Geiger counters used in the cosmic ray investigations are furnished 
by the Geophysical Instrument Company of Arlington, Virginia, and are one inch 
in diameter and eight inches long, with a 1/33-inch copper wall. The central 
electrode is a three-mil tungsten wire providing approximately a six-inch 
active length. The lower knee of the plateau occurs at 900 volts and the 
upper knee at 1150 volts. Plateau slope is held within five per cent per 100 
volts. The tubes are operated at 1080 volts, being selected so that all tubes 
are operated at a fixed voltage. 

Measuring five-fold vs. four-fold coincidences with counter tube axes 
in the same vertical plane has given an efficiency of 99.1 per cent for these 
tubes. The effective dead time measured as time for the pulse envelope to 
return to one-half of full value under forced counting has shown an effective 
dead time of 250 microseconds. 

The Geiger tube cases are operated at ground potential, the central 
electrode being at 1080 volts through 1 megohm with the output pulse coupled 
through 50 micro-microfarads. Each Geiger tube is operated directly into a 
cathode follower circuit, allowing impedance cables to be used to carry the 
telescope pulse through low impedance cables to associated mixers, scales, 
etc. 

"»• UWifp  .-*ap 
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FIG,  36 fundamental Geiger Tube Circuit 

Cathode Follower Circuits 

One of the most useful devices for rocket instrumentation is the cathode 
follower, a degenerative vacuum tube circuit in whicn the inverse feedback is 
obtained by virtue of an unbypassed cathode resistor across which the output is 
taken.    The circuit is essentially an impedance-matching or impedance-lowering 
device having less than unity again.    Its high input impedance and very low out- 
put impedance render it particularly suitable for coupling between pulse 
generating or pulse transmitting circuits ar.d inter-connecting cables or shunt 
capacitance which otherwise might cause objectionable loading effects.    The 
cathode-follower output "follows" the gri^-input voltage and, hence, is of the 
same polarity,  so that the device shows no phase shift.    ThiB,  together with the 
high input impedance, low output impedance,    and low distortion, makes the 
cathode follower circuit useful throughout the V-2 instrumentation where the 
majority of the signals are in the form of pulses. 

The coupling condenser and cathode follower for each individual Geiger 
tube of the telescope is mounted directly on the telescope and shielded to 
reduce interference and crosstalk.    From the cathode followers«  shielded cables 
carry the pulses to associated equipment.    By these precautions,  crosstalk has 
been reduced to a negligible figure.    The fundamental Geiger tube circuit is 
shown in Fig. 36, 
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INPUT 

no. 37   Single Section of Scaling Circuit 

Scaling Circuits, 

The telescopes are mounted in the doors of the warhead and arranged so 
that the top two are external to the warhead proper and exposed to the atmosphere, 
with the exception of a thin plywood cover. Inasmuch as the counting rate of 
these two tubes is of such magnitude that it is not possible to resolve the 
pulses on either the telemetering record or by aeans of meohanieal recording 
apparatus, it has beoome necessary to reduoe the rate by the use of a "soaling 
circuit" or electronic counter* One section of this circuit is shown in 
Fig. 37, This allows resolution of closely spaced double counts, a condition 
highly probable on statistical grounds, and one which would yiild a single 
count on the average mechanical system« The sealer used is a scale of eight 
consisting of four binary stages connected in tandem« Eaoh double vacuum tube 
is connected with appropriate components to form a stage which has two distinct 
conditions or equilibrium« Tn the first, one of the two tube sections is 
conducting, while in the second oondition the other section conducts« Either 
of these static conditions continues to exist until the circuit is triggered by 
a negative pulse at the appropriate input point of the stage« Four stages in 
tandem operate in a binary sequence so that each two counts or operations of a 
given stage results in one count or operation of the next« Thus, eight input 
counts will produce one output count« 

In the present design, interstage amplifiers are used between each 
trigger pair for the purpose of transmitting pulses of only one sign,and also 
for the purpose of amplifying the pulse. 
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HO. 38   Typical Ro«si Coincidence Circuit 

Coincidence Circuit« 

A typical Hotel coincidence circuit at used with the cosmic ray tele- 
scopes it shown in Fig« 38. The essential feature of this circuit it that the 
plat et of the vacuum tubet are connected in parallel and supplied with plate 
potential through a common load resistor. The gride are connected to the 
cathodes to that in the absence of a count, all tubes are conducting« üjpon 
arrival of a negative pulse on the grid of any tube, conduction ceases, and the 
tube becomes a high resistance in the circuit in contrast to itt effect at a 
low resistance in the conducting state. The potential across the common plate 
load resistor it. therefore, determined by the equivalent of a system of 
parallel resistances. I* all tubes but one become non-conducting (high re- 
sistance) there it a condition of two high resistances in shunt with one low 
resistance. Since most of the current will flow through the low resistance, 
tubet ceaee to conduct, by virtue of a simultaneous negative pulse to each, the 
change in potential of the plate circuit becomes substantial and a large pulse 
in the output circuit occurt. The outputs of the coincidence circuits are applied 
to a cathode follower where, at before, the low impedance output property of this 
circuit allows the use of long interconnecting low impedance cablet» 

figure 39 shows the arrangement of Geiger counters, cathode follower and 
coincidence circuits as used in the cosmic ray experiments. 
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**250V 

INPUT 

BIAS   -6V 

Telemetering Premodulator 

+67.5 V 

Pulse-Shaping Circuit 

Data recorded by telemetering results in pulses of various amplitudes, 
shapes and widths* In order to utilize these properly it is necessary to 
shape and limit them to conform to the HBL telemetering system, which requires 
a positive six-volt pulse« Experience with telemetering early in the program 
indicated that it would he desirable to use more than a unit portion of the 
sampling rate« Thus, between three and four telemetering pulses are used to 
record each individual count. In this manner it is much easier to differentiate 
between signal and noise» The telemetering premodulator output pulse is & 
square wave with a slight tapering off, and of a width as described above. Pulse 
shaping is accomplished by feeding all data pulses to the premodulator con- 
sisting of a controlled thyratron relaxation oscillator and saturable limiting 
amplifier as shown in Hg. 40. Figures 41 and 43 show the mechanical layout 
of the telemetering premodulator. 

P.ecorder Driver 

Most mechanical data recorders are low impedance devices requiring 
considerable power, figure 43 shows the circuit of the recorder driver used 
in the current program. It consists of a thyratron, fired by the Incoming 
pulses and extinguished by virtue of the trlode in series with the plate circuit. 
The output taken from the cathode circuit of the trlode, again at a low impedance. 
is the pulse formed when the thvratron discharges. 

1 
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FIG. 41   Top yiew of Telemetering Premodulator 

HO. 42   Bottom view of Telemetering Premodulator Chassis 
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250 V 

80 m.h. 
OUTPUT 

INPUT 

TIG. 43   Recorder Driver Amplifier Circuit 

Calibrators and Timers 

Hgare 44 shows the radioactive phosphorus calibrator used to expose 
periodically the outside Geiger tubes to a fixed source of beta radiation for 
the purpose of determining operability throughout flight* It consists of a 
solenoid-operated plunger containing a shielded source üf P32 (see page 8, above) 
which is periodically uncovered. The shielding is for the purpose of removing 
any gamma radiation contamination which might exist In the radloacti e phosphorus« 
The calibrators are mounted on the inside of the 7-2 doors housing -±e Geiger 
counter telescopes. The beta radiation is directed through a one-mil aluminum 
window and*is controlled by the timer shown In Figure 46« The timer contains a 
commutator which successively exposes the radiation in bursts of one« two, three, 
and four units, with thirty seconds between units and a duration of one second« 
The resultant "forced" counting rate gives an excellent record of the continuity 
of operation of the unshielded Geiger counters which are exposed to temperature 
variations« 

^ 
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KG, 46   Calibrator Timer 
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In addition the timer has a separate commutator which places a 
timing signal, on the record. This is useful for timing mechanical recorder 
records. Telemetering records include a standard master timing signal» 

Gteneral Layout of Equipment in the Warhead 

Figure 46 shows the arrangement of cosmic ray telescopes, the 
spectrograph and associated equipment within the V-2 warhead« This 
arrangement was used on the experiments conducted during the period 
covered by this report. Two views, in Figure 47, show the equipment in 
the pyramid frame which is subsequently rounted in the warhead. Figure 
48 is a block diagram of the system. 

Review o£ Results of Cosmic Ray. Experiments 

A detailed account of cosmic ray results in this period will appear 
in * later report of this series. It is appropriate, however, to present 
a brief review in the present report. 

At the time this phase of the experimental work was begun, there 
was in existence a considerable body of cosmic ray data from balloon 
flights of equipment up to the region of 80,000 feet. A few flights to 
higher altitudes had been made with substantial loads of equipment. 

It appeared, however, that the use of rockets as vehicles for cosmic 
ray equipment would serve three new functions: 

1. It would make possible the extension of "curves" of various 
cosmic ray phenomena to an altitude definitely above the 
atmosphere (in the cosmic ray sense) and thus make more 
certain the shape of thsse curves at the very top of the 
appreciable atmosphere, where moderation of the primaries 
first occurs. 

P, It would make possible the operation of equipment, for 
limited times, at altitudes definitely above the atmosphere, 
Effects observed during such periods could reasonably be 
attributed to the first impact of primaries on matter. 

3. It could transport to high altitudes (even within the 
atmosphere) much heavier apparatus (for example, heavy 
lead absorbers) than could practicably be carried by 
balloons. 

Two cosmic ray telescopes, shown in Fig. 49, were prepared for the 
V-2 flight of July 30, 1946. They were arranged in the warhead in a 
90-degree "V" as shown in Figs. 46 and 51, The physical arrangement of 
the telesccpe (Fig. 50) was patterned aftnr that of Schein, Jesse, and 
Vfollan7 with the following changes! 

Described in Physical Review J57 847 (1940) 
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1. 

FIG. 47   Assembly of Cosmic Ray Instrumentation 

Prior to Mounting in Warhead 

The width of the telescopes was doubled "by the use of two 
tubes in each tray, thus making the counting rate about 
four times as great. Figure 51 shows the A counters mounted 
in the warhead doors of the rocket. 

Tray B was flanked by a pair of guard counters on each side. 
All four of these guard tubes, E, were connected in parallel. 

The two tubes in the B tray, Bj and Bg, (or in subsequent 
flights, Tubes Cj and Cg in C tray) were electrically 
separated so that a knowledge of multiplicity of particles 
lying within the telescope could be obtained. 

Inasmuch as these measurements were definitely exploratory, the guard 
counters were arranged for coincidence rather than anti-coincidence with 
the telescopes in order to record explicitly all events involving them. 
Likewise, circuits were arranged for transmitting the individual counting 
rates of several of the counters. 

2. 
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FIG. 1*9   Cosmic Bay Telescope 

Altogether then, the following channels of information from each 
telescope wore provided: 

Channel Symbol 

A/8 

Bi/8 

ABC 

BCD 

(ABC or BCD) B]B2 

Meaning 

Counting rate of Ax 4 Ag 
counters scaled down "by a 
factor of 8# 

Counting rate of Bx *• B2 
counters scaled down by a 
factor of 8. 

Triple coincidences of either 
(or joth) counters Ax, Ag with 
either (or ooth) counters Bj,t 
B2 with either (or both) counters 

Cl. c2. 

Similar meaning for trays 3,C(D. 

Either of the two triple coincidences 
above with an accompanying coincidence 
of Bi and B2. 

(In later flights substitute Ci C2 for Bx Bg) 

(ABC or BCD) X Similar meaning except with one 
or more of the four X counters» 
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FIG. 51 Cosmic Ray Telescope Mounted la Warhead 

The four coincidences above were formed electronically within the missile 
with a resolving time of about 10 microseconds. Coincidences between 
channels on the telemetering record could be formed with a resolving 
time of about 5 x 1CT3 seconds. 

Good exploratory data were obtained in the flight of July 30, 1946 
in spite of certain detailed electronic failures* 

Then in the three subsequent successful flights of this equipment 
on December 17, 1946, ipril 1, 1947 and April 8, 1947, a satisfactory 
knowledge of all channels was accumulated. 

An identical telescope was flown for some 85 hours in a B-39 airplane 
at altitudes from 10,000 feet to 36,000 feet in order to fill in data in 
the lowor atmosphere. In this portion of the atmosphere counting rates 
are so low as to permit only very crude data in a rocket flight» The 
composite data axe still under study but general results and conclusions 
are as follows: 

1. The most striking feature of the results in the enormous 
(and monotonic) Increase in the counting rate of the 
channels (ABC and BCD) CiC2 and (ABC and BCD) B. Whereas 
at sea level only about 5 counts per hour occur, at high 
altitudes on the cosmic ray plateau (i.e. above 150,000 
feet) a rate of about 4 counts per second exists. This 
is a ratio of approximately 4000. Plotting the logarithm 
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of these rates vs. pressure indicates an absorption 
coefficient of about (160 gm/cm2)"1 for the component which 
causes these burs -8. It is not yet certain whether this 
absorption coefficient is to be identified with the primaries 
themselves, or whether this is a combination absorption 
curve of the primaries out of various burst producing 
secondaries* 

It seems particularly significant that the counting rate 
of these channels is a monotonically increasing one. 
Thus, (160 ga/c*2)"1 is a lower limit for the absorption 
coefficient of the primaries, Sven if product particles 
of the primary act are also capable of producing such 
events, it appears certain that they do not occur in 
sufficient numbers to cause a transit! a maximum, 

2» The rates of ABC and BCD also increase monotonically but by a 
much lower factor. However, the simple interpretation of these 
events as "telescope" counts seems to be entirely untrue at 
the higher altitudes. Thus, at sea level, the multiple 
particle events (ABC or BCD) C]C2 and (ABC or BCD) £ are 
associated with only a negligible fraction of the telescope 
events ABC, BCD, But on the higji altitude plateau, about 
five times as many multiple events as "single particle" 
events occur. Thus, an arrangement such as this, con- 
taining large amounts of lead, appears to lose (at high 
altitudes) the properties of a telescope and become merely 
an array of counters. Further evidence for this f *   i * 
as follows: At sea level and in fact up to 36,000 : 
the counting rates of ABC, BCD and the combination ~ CD 
are accurately in the ratios of their "telescopic" 
geometry. Calculation of a flux is, therefore, permissible. 
In fact, the absolute fluxes deduced from these lower- 
altitude results agree quite well with those previously 
determined by other investigators at sea level on on 
mountains. But on the plateau the rates of ABC, BCD and 
ABCD are not at all proportional to geometry — either if 
one ignores the associated multiple events or if one 
subtracts them. 

The conclusion that the telescopes containing considerable 
.amounts of absorber lose their simple character also follows 
from the considerations of (!), above. For if the absorp- 
tion coefficient of the primary radiation is (160 gm/cm2)"1, 
then it is evident that a major fraction oij the primaries 
convert to bursts in traversing 132 gm/cm^' of lead. In 
fact, from the determination of the absorption coefficient 
by the curve in the atmosphere, there is no assurance 
whatever that the absorption coefficient in lead may not 
be much different — in particular, greater. Further if 
a burst of considerable angular spread results then the 
counting rate of a telescope is due not only to particles 
lying within the geometry but also to particles lying out- 
side of the geometry. 

s-^mp.- 
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2. The telescope counting rates ABC and BCD on the plateau are 
closely the same east and west. This night be interpreted 
as indicating no azimuthal asymmetry, let In view of 
paragraphs 1 and 2 above, a more proper conclusion seems 
to be that the array of counters has, only to a minor 
extent, the properties of a telescope. 

4» Some ten curves of the counting rate of the A and B 
counters, in various combinations have been obtained. In 
the case of A counters, very lightly shielded in one 
hemisphere, heavily backed up by lead in the hemisphere, 
the counting rate (for Ai and Ag in parallel) rises from 
about 2,6/sec on the ground to 110/ sec at the Pfotser 
maxi mum; then it declines to about 53/sec and maintains 
this value constant to as high as 114 miles. The plateau 
begins at an altitude of about 28 miles. The curve of 
Bi «♦ Bg behaves generally similar but exhibits a much 
less pronounced Pfotser peak and has about 15 per cent 
less rate on the plateau. The ground rate of B^ «■ B3 
is about 1,8/sec, the peak value is about 80/sec, and 
the plateau is 45/sec, The physical location of these 
counters in the immediate vicinity of so much material 
makes Interpretation of these rate* questionable. 

Since, however, the rate of A} bears rather closely the 
ratio to Ai ♦ A2 as would be expected for a non-multiplying 
hemlspherically symmetrical flux, it may be inferred that 
the bursts do not contain both a great number of particles 
and a wide angular spread. 

Cosmic Bay film Experiment 

On four flights, thick-emulsion alpha-particle film has been flown 
in an attempt to record cosmic ray "stars" at high altitudes. These 
"stars" are tracks in the emulsion of the film made by several nuclear 
particles diverging from a single point of origin. The number of stars, 
as well as the number of particles (having much higher energies than 
those produced by laboratory nuclear reactions) increases rapidly with 
altitude. Points of particular interest were considered to be the 
frequency of occurrence of stars at high altitudes and the length of 
the tracks in high altitude stars. 

It was realized, that since the 7-2 spends such a relatively short 
time in flight that the chances of recording stars would be small, but 
it is felt that the experiment should be tried, especially considering 
the small expense, space, and amount of instrumentation involved. The 
film has been recovered from only one flight, that of December 17, 1946, 
In this flight six packets of Eastman thick emulsion alpha particle film 
were dipped in paraffin and inserted in a cassette made of one-eighth 
inch steel, which was installed in the control compartment of the 7-2, 

No significant cosmic ray data have thus far been obtained by tb» 
film method. 

i 
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Coanic Bay Altitude Meten 

Tue intensity of cosmic rays at altitudes up to 70,000 feet has 
been extensively investigated by means of ionisation chambers and Oeiger 
counters carried aloft by balloons*    The curve shown in Fig. 52 exhibits 
typical data obtained with a single counter about one inch in diameter 
and six inches long. 

It was proposed that if a wide-angle cosmic ray telescope having 
large counting volume were installed in an airplane the statistical 
fluctuations of the counting rate could be reduced sufficiently so that 
a counting-rate meter could be used to indicate altitude in the region 
from 15,000 to 50,000 feet.    Such an instrument, constructed by iPL and 
consisting of two trays of five Oeiger counters, is illustrated in Fig. 
53.    The counters were connected in a conventional double coincidence 
circuit of the Rossi type.    The output pulses were shaped by a thyra- 
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?IO. 53   Cosmic Bay Altimeter 

trou and fed to a vacuum tube voltmeter as an Integrating instrument» 
The reading on the meter, then, served to indicate altitude. Circuit* 
diagrams of the cosmic ray and associated power supply circuits are 
shown in Figs. 54 and 55. Provision is made for zeroing the vacuum 
tube voltmeter. During flight the zeroing is checked and correction 
made in the meter reading for any drift that may occur in the zero 
setting. 

A system for quickly testing the operation o:f the Geiger tubes was 
included in the Instrument design. A radium source was located near the 
tubes. A switch shown in the circuit diagram allowed the total counts 
occurring per unit time in each tray to be measured. If one tube was 
not operating the background counting rate would be appreciably reduced. 
This check can be made quickly on both trays when the background count 
for the particular plane is known (radioactivity from instrument dials, 
etc., is appreciable). The radium source is not sufficient to cause 
spurious coincidence counts. 

Only two test flights have been made with the altimeter to date« 
On. these flights, the instrument functioned satisfactorily. Preliminary 
indications are that an instantaneous reading of altitude may be made 
with an accuracy of ♦ 500 feet when above 12,000 feet, and that the 
probable error can be" considerably reduced if several readings are tak n. 
Calibration during flight was made using a pressure type altimeter and 
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FIG. 56 

ALTITUDE-fee* X IOOO 

Flight Calibration for Cosmic Bay Altimeter 

the plane was kept within 100 feet of the desired altitude» A flight 
calibration it indicated in Fig, 56. 

Ho special effort was made to make a contact unit of the experimental 
model shown. The size of the unit could he considerably reduced for use 
as a standard device. The instrument is as rugged as standard aircraft 
instruments* 

This type of altimeter has an especial field of application to high 
Telocity, the maneuvering missiles which are flying at high altitudes (for 
exanple, 50,000 feet). It is adaptable to the altitude control of long 
range supersonic missiles. Its operation is a passive one, which would 
not indicate pressures as would a radio altimeter. It appears, however, 
to offer many advantages over pressure-type instruments for application 
to high (40,000-100.000 feet) missiles and aircraft* It is relatively 
insensitive to radioactive contamination of the surrounding air. 
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Chapter IT 

SOLAR SPECTRA OBTAINED AT HIOH ALTITUEB 

The spectrum of the sun as obtained from a rocket extends much further 
into the ultraviolet than the same spectrum as observed from the ground or 
from manned or sounding balloons. The reason for this extension is that 
because of the selective absorption of the air the sunlight reaching the 
blanket of air covering the earth is different in quality from that which 
reaches the earth. Sincet to inhabitants of the earth, the sun is the 
most important object in the universe, any extension of knowledge of the 
sun is worthwhile; also such studies may be used to give a better knowledge 
of the composition of the atmosphere. 

The APL Spectrograph 

The fully automatic APL spectrograph designed for use in the V-2 
rocket features a special film cassette for protecting and preserving the 
film record on impact with the ground. This armored cassette is similar 
to that which houses the film of the 35mm camera used in the rockets to 
photograph the earth, and has been found to provide complete protection 
to the film. 

As no attempt was made to "hörne" on the sun in the initial flights, 
a special front surface aluminlzed diffusing reflector was used, by which 
all abosrbing material could be eliminated between the source of light 
(the sun) and the photographic film. Since the gelatine of ordinary 
photographic film is partially opaque to the short radiations existing 
under the conditions of vacuum spectroscopy at altitudes such as attained 
by the V-2 rockets, special fluorescent film was used, which transforms 
invisible ultraviolet light to wave lengths long enough to penetrate the 
gelatine and activate the silver bromide. 

The spectrograph mounted in the April V-2 rocket is pictured in 
Figures 57 and 56. 

The spectrograph is designed to be mounted in the warhead of the 
rocket with the small end upward. Two cowled holes at the side of the 
rocket admit sunlight to the front aluainized diffusing mirrors and a 
plane front aluminized mirror in front of each slit of the spectrograph. 

Figure 59 shows solar spectra obtained on April 1. Since the height 
attained by the rocket on this flight was 65 miles, spectrum (b) in the 
illustration was probably obtained at heights between 30 to 50 miles 
above the earth. 

A compariaon of spectra (a) and (b) shows that the solar spectrum 
taken from rockets reaches much further into the region of the ultraviolet 
than any taken from the surface of the earth. It was probably taken above 
any ozone layer encountered on the upward flight and, therefore, the 
features of the spectruff are probably not due to the atmosphere. These 

— — ^-«W—-r 



FIG,  57 Film Cassette of Solar Spectrograph 
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features of the sun (Fraunhofer lines) and the continuous spectrum are 
now being studied. 

Yerkes Observatory Spectrograph 

A spectrograph using a crystal-quartz optics thoughout, was designed 
and constructed at the Yerkes Observatory of the University of Chicago 
under a subcontract; it was also installed in the rocket for the April 1 
flight. The purpose of the experiment, under the direction of Dr. Jesse 
L. Greenstein, was to study the solar spectrum on moderately high dispersion 
in the region from 31D0 to 2200 Angstroms.  In view of the other work being 
done to extend the sclar spectrum to the far ultraviolet, the Yerkes 
Observatory experiment was limited to these quantitative studies on higher 
d.„per a ion in the near ultraviolet. 

A special collimator and identical camera lens consisting of two 
quartz menisci was designed to give high resolution. The focal ratio was 
about f/10. The dispersion, on a tilted and curved focal surface, was 
10 A/mm at 230CÄ. 

The spectrograph was provided with a plane mirror between the slit 
and the collimator to fold the light path. The film, measuring 5 x 14 
inches, was mounted on a rotor housed in a heavily-armored cassette made 
of duralumin. The unit was designed for one exposure, the rotor, after 
launching, being driven 180 degrees by a 24-volt motor in order to expose 
the film. After an exposure of four minutes, and before warhead blow-off, 
the rotor was to be turned another 180 degrees to a locked position. The 
exposure cycle was regulated by the electrically-driven timer mounted in 
the control compartment together with a 24-volt battery in a pressurized 
case. The complete spectrograph was approximately 18 x 36 x 6 inches 
and weighed almost 100 pounds including timer and batteries. 

Since only one exposure was planned, provision was made for obtaining 
several spectra simultaneously on the one film. An aluminized, quartz 
step-reducer was placed in front of the film. This reducer had trans- 
missions of approximately 100, 20, 5, and 1 per cent, so that the light 
through three of the four parts of the length of the slit was reduced. 
The film was 20am high; each spectrum was thus 5 ma in height. Such a 
step-reducer can be calibrated in the laboratory to obtain its transmission 
as a function of wave-length. Color-temperature calibration exposures 
were obtained before flight by using a water cooled controlled continuous 
hydrogen arc run at known voltage and amperage. This source has a relatively 
high color temperature, is moderately stable, and can be, checked against 
a ste  -d lamp, if required. 

A ;5   graph of the Yerkes spectrograph as installed in the motor 
section of the rocket is shown in Pig. 60. The slit was covered by a 
protective plate at the time the picture was made. A ground quartz plate 
four inches square was set in the skin of the rocket to diffuse the 
incident light. Laboratory tests showed that the solar spectrum diffused 
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* » ft 

FIG. 60 lerkes Solar Spectrograph Installed in 7-2 

by euch a plate was recorded in about one second on tne grount at 3300. 
Since the atmospheric absorption at 3300 & is considerable, it was 
thought probable that a one-third second exposure at high altitude would 
give a reasonably good spectrum at 3300i. Theoretical investigations 
suggest that because of heavy line-absorption in the ultraviolet, the 
sun would behave like a black-body of color tem^rature 4900° C rather 
than like one at 6000°C. Even at this low color temperature, a four- 
minute exposure through the diffusing screen should be sufficient to 
record the spectrum to about 2300 ft at high altitude. 

The instrument was tested, focused, and calibrated at the Terket 
Observatory and tested with the timer and batteries on the shake table 
at APL. During the test, the plane mirror was optically deformed and 
had to be replaced. All other parts operated satisfactorily. 

After the flight the cassette was recovered essentially undamaged, 
although it had sheared off the case of the spectrograph, cutting eighteen 
l/4-inch steel screws. The film was undamaged, but unaxposed. An analysis 
of the telemetering record, made by APL shows fairly conclusively that the 
batteries and timer operated according to schedule. The timer, which was 
to have turned on the spectrograph at about 60 seconds after launching, 
was found to have performed its function; however, at that time the 
telemetering record should have shown a two-second record, whereas the 
indication showed about a 60-second interval, indicating that the take- 
up mechanism failed to rotate. The timer again operated near the end of 
the flight on schedule, and again the spectrograph motor did not operate. 
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When the cassette was recovered, the take-up rotor was found In its 
initial position. The failure of the instrument was not electrical In 
origin, and the operation of the spectrograph motor had been decked 
repeatedly with the instrument in place of the rocket. 

There are two possible explanations for the failure: (a) the actual 
motor being different and more powerful than the one tested on the shake 
table, may have proved defective under the acceleration« of the flight, 
or (b; the starting acceleration may have locked the rotor due to a 
deformation of the entire spectrograph. Such a deformation might arise 
from the difference between the shape of the rocket structure in the 
horizontal unstressed position, and In the vertical flight position. 

It Is possible that this experiment may be repeated on a later flight. 
Work is already in progress at the Yerket Observatory, however, or another 
experiment. Optical parts have been completed for a low dispersi a 
spectrograph using fused quartz components. This instrument is to be 
proved with three ultraviolet electron-multiplier phototubes (type IP 28); 
it is designed to record, via telemetering, the energy distribution of 
three wave lengths in the solar spectrum during flight. The photocells 
will be placed at 3400 £,, 2800 A, and 2500 £. Because of the high 
speed of the telemetering system, measurements of solar intensity and, 
therefore, of atmospheric transmission, can be obtained at intervals 
of approximately 1 kilometer of altitude. A knowledge of the ozone 
distribution with such relatively short intervals between measurements 
should be of great value. 

^^ 
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Chapter V 

HIGH ALTITUDE PHOTOGRAPH! 0? THE EABTH 

From the V-2 rocket launched October 24, 1946, a motion picture film was 
obtained which yielded photographs of creditable quality from launching to the 
peak of flight at 345,000 feet. This film when projected, present» a striking 
picture of the earth as viewed fro« a rapidly ascending rocket. Several frames 
are reproduced in Figs. 61, 62 and 63. 

At peak altitude, about 65 miles, the camera photographed the horizon 
•730 miles away. The picture, first of its type ever made, shows the currature 
of the earth, as well as some 40,000 square miles of territory. Landmarks such 
as rivers, lakes, and mountain ranges have been identified, and form the basis 
of the first unquestioned data on the angular motion of the V-2 rocket in the 
upper portion of its trajectory; this is discussed more fully in Chapter VI. 
The results of this test suggest the use of rocket photography in the study of 
widespread meteorological conditions as well as in long-range aerial reconnais- 
sance. 

The series of pictures made on that flight are the only ones to be ob- 
tained by APL to date. No camera was included in the December 17, 1946 flight 
which was a night firing, and the camera installed in the April 1, 1947 fligit 
was not recovered. On the April 8, 1947 flight, the film was unfortunately ex- 
posed prior to launching because of a last minute delay in firing. 

The camera used in the October flight was a DeVry 35mm motion picture 
camera, shown in Fig. 64, of the type used by the Army Signal Corps for combat 
newsreel work, and was selected because of its relatively small size and the 
ease *ith which it could be adapted for flight operation. A small 24-volt air- 
craft-type motor replaced the spring motor normally used to drive the camera, 
and by the use of reduction gears, the speed was regulated at approximately 3 
frames per second. This speed was fairly constant because of the low current 
drain on the four o^volt dry-cell batteries used to operate the motor. An 
armored cassette described previously, shown in Fig. 57, was used to protect the 
exposed film curing impact. Holding 50 feet of film, the complete unit was 
mounted in a dural box 7 x 8 x 11 inches, shown in Fig. 65. 

The unit was installed in the main body of the rocket between the fuel 
tanks, as shown in Fig. 66. It was oriented so that the optical axis of the 
camera pointed down and outward, 160 degrees from the axis of the rocket. East- 
man Super-XX film with a Wratten No. 25A filter was used. The shutter speed was 
set at 1/40 second and the lens at f:8. The camera was started by a take-off 
switch in the tail and ran continuously until the film was exhausted. 

The camera unit was recovered a few hours after the V-2 landed and was 
immediately wrapped in black cloth and returned to APL. The dural box was found 
to be in almost perfect condition; the camera was slightly smashed but still in- 
tact, with only the lens missing. The cassette seemed to be in very good con- 
dition and the take-off shaft would still turn quite freely. No damage to the 
film was evident although overexposure of about 15 per cent caused a slight in- 
crease in grain size* 



?I0. 61     The Barth Tieved from 140,000 ft« 

?I0. 62     San Andreas Mountains from 300,000 fast. 

HO. 63 The Earth Viewed from 65 miles 
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TIG, 64     Camera Used for High Altitude Motion Pictures 

710. 65     Camera Housing 
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After the results of tttis experiment were known, it was suggested in a 
memorandum 8 that serious consideration he given to this technique for military 
reconnaissance. The following observations were contained in the memorandum: 

1. With the V-2's. altitudes of 65 to 100 miles are normally 
obtained« 

2. With sounding rockets now under advanced development (such 
as the aerojet XASR-1 being "built for experimental work by 
this laboratory under Bureau of Ordnance NOrd 9837\ it is 
expected to achieve similar altitudes with an instrument 
load of as much as 150 pounds. Relative to the V-2, these 
rockets are rery inexpensive vehicles and much slmplier to 
service and launch. Under production conditions both expense 
and ease of handling will be further reduced, so that routine 
use in wartime would not be a matter of serious concern. 

3. From an altitude of 400,000 feet, the surface of the earth to 
a radius of about 1000 miles is visible. Of course, it can- 
not reasonably be hoped to discern any appreciable detail at 
such distances. But even the crude results of the 24 October 
flight with a stock 35mm camera make it evident that objects 
up to about 200 miles can quite reasonably be examined, 
subject, of course, to absence of cloud cover. Perhaps mete- 
orological observations might be useful even up to extreme 
visible range. 

4. In the use of such a technique at sea, recovery of the camera 
would, in general, be Joposslbls. This fact Immediately 
suggests the possibility of televising the camera image by 
techniques already in existence for viewing instrument panels 
in test airplanes and transmitting the image to a ground 
station« Television transmission would no doubt sacrifice 
detail but mig$it very well serve to locate an enemy fleet and 
provide other gross information. The information would be 
available immediately« Launching from a large submarine would 
be feasible« 

5. Stereoscopic views are automatically obtaired with a base 
length equal to the movement of the rocket between exposures« 

Although the first camera was considered successful, the lack of detail 
of the 35mm film indicated that for future flights a larger camera and larger 
film should be used. Consequently, K-25 aircraft cameras were considerably 
altered for use in A^ril 1947. A cassette was designed to hold 125 feet of 
5 1/4-inch film, allowing three hundred 4 x 5-inch pictures to be taken at a 
rate of one per second. The entire unit, less batteries, measured 9 x 9 x 16 
inches and weighed 75 pounds. It was mounted in the control compartment, and 
a 90-degree prism was required, since space considerations forced the camera to 
be mounted pointing upwards. (See Tig« 66) 

"Sounding Rockets as Vehicles for Long Range Aerial Reconnaissance", by 
J. A. Van Allen, dated 15 November 1946. 

J. 
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90   PRISM 

4"X5" K-25 
(FIRED   4-8-47 

35mm   0« Vry 
fFlRED   10-24-46) 

JIG. 66     Mounting of Motion Picture Cameras in V-2 for 
October 1946 and April 1347 flights. 

Eastman Xerographic Infra-red film was used with a Vratten Ho. 89A 
filter, the combination haying a peak sensitivity at about 8400 X, which was 
considered to be far enough in the infra-red to penetrate most of the atmos- 
pheric hase. A small clock was placed in the camera and the time was to be 
recorded oc the film each time a photograph was made. 

On the April 1 flight the camera was reoovered out had broken open on 
impact, the film cassette und film, however, were undamaged. As mentioned 
above, the film had been exposed prior to launching, so that no pictures were 
made in flight. 



TIG. 67 Gyro Orient er • Used in 7-2 

/ * 

«a. 68 Oyro Orienters Mounted on Warhead Baseplate 
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Chapter VI 

MISCELLANEOUS 7-2 EXPERIMENTS 

Besides the standard measurements made on periodic flights, some 
incidental experiments were attempted from tint, to time with varying degrees 
of success. Among these were the computation of angular motion of the 7-2 
in flight, using a gyro system, photocell orientor, and earth camera; arti- 
ficial meteor and smoke-puff ejection devices; and a biological experiment 
conducted in conjunction with the National Bureau of Health. These experi- 
ments are discussed in the following pages. 

Angular Motion of the 7-2 Daring Flight 

In addition to the trajectory data furnished by the Ballistic He- 
search Laboratory, Army Ordnance Department, it is desirable to have data in- 
dicating the angular motion of the 7-2 during the entire flight. Such data are 
required, for example in order to measure the east-west effect of cosmic rays 
at high altitudes. With the exception of high-powered tracking telescopes which 
give information on tumbling, ground tracking instruments furnish information 
on the orientation of the rocket only at low altitudes. Thus, one system con- 
tained in the rocket is required to give complete information on the orientation 
of the missile as a function of time. 

Three types of orientor equipment have been used on various flights: 
gyro systems, photocell orient or a, and the earth camera. Useful data have been 
produced by the gyro systems, which have operated successfully in several flights« 
The photocell system, used essentially to indicate roll only, has also operated 
successfully and information derived from it has been found to agree with the roll 
recorded by the gyro system. The rocket-borne camera has yielded orientation 
d>ta of outstanding reliability. 

Photocell Orientor 

The photocell orientor was installed in a fixed position in the rocket. 
Light entering the warhead through a transparent window was incident on the cell» 
A maximum output from the photocell would thus indicate that the photocell was 
pointed toward the sun. Such systems were used on the July 30, 1946, April 1, 
1947, and April 8, 1947 flights. Pitch and yaw made the data thus obtained on 
the first flight questionable, but the data from the second trial showed good 
agreement with the gyro data for that flight. The photocell orientor used on the 
April 8, 1947 flight did not operate for reasons unknown. 

Gyro Systems 

The gyro system uses an electrically driven Schwien gyro, shown in 
Fig. 67, to drive a low-torque potentiometer with 360-degreee rotation. One 
gyro is installed to respond to the roll of the rocket and a second to measure 
the angle between the missile axis and the vertical. Thus the second, or pitch, 
gyro measures the sum of the pitch and the aspect of the rocket when the normal 
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to the shaft driving the potentiometer ie in the plane of the trajectory and 
neaeures the yaw when the normal to the shaft is perpendicular to the plane of 
the trajectory. The pitch gyro* hare been aligned with the shaft lying in the 
east-vest plane at launching and are shown mounted on the warhead baseplate in 
Tig. 68. 

The gyros are automatically uncaged at the instant of launching as 
described elsewhere, so that as little precession as possible will occur during 
the flight. Laboratory tests indicate that normal precession in flight should 
not exceed three or four degrees. The potentiometer, connected to the gimbal 
of the gyro by a coupling spring, Introduces errors of + 3 degrees, as indicated 
by pre-flight tests. This error is reduced, however, when the potentiometer 
contact is subject to relatively uniform motion. 

The outputs from the two potentiometers are multiplexed, together with 
three calibrating voltages-—zero, half; and full. The multiplexing unit 
samples each voltage about four times per second. The circuit, which delivers 
voltages ranging from 0 to about ± 5 volts to the telemetering system, is shown 
in ?ig. 69. The diode connected across the output holds the multiplexer out- 
put to a 6-volt level to conform with telemetering requirements. 

The gyro orientor system has been used in four flights: October 24, 1946, 
December 17, 1946, April 1, 1947 and Apr?l 8, 1947. Although no data were ob- 
tained on the first flight, those obtained on the -other flights appear to be 
relatively good and it is felt that roll was well determined and that freedom 
from tumbling and onset of tumbling are clearly shown. The gyro orientor system 
installed in the rocket fired on April 8, 1947 operated successfully throughout 
the flight. An average period of roll of 9.0 seconds was observed and a plot 
of revolutions versus time showed the same curvature characteristic of the 
April 1, 1947 flight. The accuracy of the pitch and yaw measurements was 
again a matter of conjecture. 

Earth Camera 

The details of the motion picture cameras used to photograph the earth 
from ¥-2 rockets in flight are discussed in Chapter Y. Unambiguous data giving 
the angular motion of the rocket fired 34 October 1946 was obtained in flight 
by the use of this camera. A map showing a trace of the point of intersection 
of the camera's optical axis and the surface of the earth is presented in Fig. 
70. The rate of running of the camera in flight was obtained from the angular 
size of objects in th camera field in conjunction with the BRL trajectory. By 
this analysis it was found that 

Flight time (sec) = (1.06) ♦ (0.303) (Frame Number). 

Detailed, frame by frame, identification of the photographs was made using 
prominent landmarks of th<* United States and Mexico in order to produce the trace 
shown. 

The camera was located in the midbody of the rocket with its optical axis 
in the plane through the missile axis and inclined at 160° to the nose, (See 
Fig. 66). The heavy line on the print shows the trace of the optical 

jm* 
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JIG. 69 Gyro Orienter Circuit 

axis on the sap» The rector shown et intervale lies in the intersection of 
the earth's surface with the plane containing the optical axis and the missile 
axis« The sense of the rector is outward from the missile axis through the 
optical axis» 

Thus, a complete knowledge of the angular motion of the missile is ob- 
tained in the time interval 0 to 240 seconds, with the exception of certain gaps 
during which the camera field included only the sky. Incremental motion of 
prominent features on the terrain or in cloud hanks aids the identification even 
orer these gaps so that it is felt quite certain that the motion occurred as 
shown» 

Arttflplal M«t«or &a& Sn<*f Ml Experiments 

Hew possibilities in aerodynamic research would obtain if a few grams 
of matter could be expelled at high altitudes with reloclties comparable to 
these possessed by meteors« Telocity, deceleration, luminosity, and spectral 
measurements made* on artificial meteors so produced would yield significant 
contributions to knowledge of the pressure, density, and composition of the upper 
atmosphere, as well as new information on hypersonic aerodynamics« 

Various studies of natural meteors hare been made in the past, parti- 
cularly by the Harvard College Obserratory, to determine the density, and, hence, 
the temperature, of the atmosphere in the range from 36 to 70 miles» The results 
of these studies were found to be in substantial agreement with the experimental 
7-2 results obtained by NHL on it October 10, 1946 flight. Thus, it is felt 

igmvwtmp in 
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that the natural meteor ballistic« and consequent determinations of air densities 
by the meteor method are reliable. The method, however, is now of little use 
above approximately 70 miles because natural meteors rarely appear at these alti- 
tudes and because the air densities are so low at these greater altitudes that 
decelerations cannot be measured. 

Since the Jet from a standard shapedVcharge rifle grenade has a velocity 
comparable to the lower range of meteor velocities» it was hoped that if grenades 
of this type were launched from a 7-2 rocket at an altitude of 100 miles or more, 
artificial meteors migjit be produced. Matter ejected with sufficiently high 
velocity would be essentially a low-density meteor and could be treated as a 
meteoritic body even though the material would probably be in a dust-like or gas- 
eous state. Such a device for propelling matter at great velocities could extend 
the results obtained from the previous studies of meteors to increased height" 
and could provide greatly increased precision of individual measurements because 
the mass of the meteoric body would be known. 

At low altitudes, a measurement of any one of the three quantities — 
temperature, density, or pressure — alone serves to determine the other two. 
Because of the dissociation of 02 at approximately the 70 mile level, however, 
the mean molecular weight of the atmosphere changes appreciably and the addition 
of this new variable to the problem requires that two of the quantities be 
measured to determine the third. 

Direct pressure and temperature measurements have been made by other 
agencies along the 7-2 trajectory, but the interpretation of the measurements is 
complicated by the unknown effect of dissociation of the atmosphere on measure- 
ments utilizing Ionisation technique. Velocity of sound methods of measuring air 
temperatures by explosions from the 7-2 are not expected to operate to altitudes 
above about 60 miles nor are air sampling methods, because of the extreme 
tenuousness of the atmosphere (less than one-millionth of sea level density). 
Auroral methods and ionospheric methods, on the other hand, have yielded data to 
much higher levels. 

The meteor method would be an aid for the proper interpretation of the 
pressure and temperature measurements made by the other groups, and would give, 
as well, independent data on the physical properties of the upper atmosphere. 

Equipment 

Considerable thought was given to the problem of propelling matter with 
a velocity high enough to be in the range of meteor velocities. The shapeoV 
charge rifle grenade was chosen for the preliminary experiment because it pro- 
pels matter faster than any other standard ordnance equipment of suitable size. 
When exploded, the conical metallic cavity liner is collapsed and squeezed radi- 
ally inward by the hydrodynamlc pressure of the detonating explosive, thereby 
adiabatlcally heating the "slug" and causing plastic forward extrusion sf a thin 
"wire", which fractures into a stream of particles having a velocity of about 
30,000 feet/second (Fig. 71). It was realized that the mass of the matter pro- 
pelled would be small and the velocity lower than desired, but it was felt that 
the shaped-charge grenade would be suitable for trial. The experiment Involved 
the design, manufacture, and installation of time fazes for the grenades, and 



FIÖ. 71     Stream of Particles Produced by M9A1 Orenade 
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FIG. 72 M9A1 -Grenade 

suitable launching equipment to clear the grenades from the 7-2 rocket before 
exploding. The work cf carrying out this experiment was done by the New Mexico 
School of Mines with material furnished by the Army Ordnance Department. The 
time fuzes used were adaptations of the Mk 244 Mod 1 bomb delay element, which 
gare a time delay of 4.10 to 4.92 seconds. 

Modification of the M9A1 grenade shown in Fi*. 72 are detailed in Fig. 
73 and Include a holder for the delay element, a tiring pin, and spring. A 
pull-out pin which was removed when the grenade was installed in the launcher, 
kept the firing pin in a safe position during handling. The launching force 
Ignites the delay train by driving the firing pin against the pin in the element. 

Launching equipment was derived from the standard Army M7 launcher. The 
standard 30 cal. M-3 grenade cartridge was used to supply the launching force. 
The cartridge was, in turn, fired by a ND-24 cannon primer. Firing was initiated 
by a motor-driven timer. 

Smoke Puff toeriment 

The firut installation of the launching equipment *Fig. 74) was made in 
the V-2 rocket fired on October 24» 1946. Black powder charges were substituted 
for the shaped-charge grenades as other arrangements had not been completed for 
the artificial meteor experiment. All equipment functioned as planned. The 
black powder smoke puffs were observed at about 75, 85, and 95 seconds time of 
flight (at altitudes of about 100,000, 160,000, and 200,000 feet). The photo- 
theodolites yielded good photographs of the smoke puffs which were also seen by 
naked-eye ot ervers at a distance of 20 miles. This t*st was made to prove-in 
the ejection equipment for the meteor experiment., but also Be? zed to demonstrate 
a method for study of air currents at the high altitudes by means of black powder 
smoke puffs. 
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nö. 74 Launching Equipment for froke Puff Experiment 

JIG. 75 fungus Sporat in Lucite Cylinder Mounted in Recorder Case 
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An attempt hat been made to analyse the black powder smoke puffs to 
obtain wind velocities at high altitudes. The black powder bursts (being of 
low order detonations) gave streamers of smoke rather than localised puffs; 
however» indications of high wind velocities were obtained but the nature of 
the streamers did not permit thoroughly reliable conclusions* 

Artificial Meteor Experiment 

Equipment, identical with that used on the October 34, 1946 flight, 
was installed in the V-2 fired on December 17, 1946. The launching was made 
at night. The outcome of the artificial meteor experiment has never been 
clearly determined. One observer using Navy binoculars reported seeing a 
streak of light originating from the missile« Neither of the missile-borne 
cameras, the rotating shutter cameras of the Harvard Observatory group, nor 
the cameras of the California Institute of Technology group revealed operation, 
however. Although there is considerable doubt that the action could have been 
seen from the ground without extremely good telescopic equipment with large 
apertures, it seems more probable that the jet charge ejection system failed In 
flight. It will be remembered that on this flight» warhead blow-off, initiated 
by the same timing device which controlled the launching of the grenades, did 
not function properly, separation occurring at 446 seconds instead of at the 
planned 330 seconds. 

Subsequent ground firings indicated, however, that these shaped charges 
are rather too feeble to be useful for very high velocity work. 

Development of higher velocity charges, therefore, seems necessary for 
the successful conduct of these experiments. 

Biological Experiment 

An experiment was conducted to determine in a preliminary way whether 
the cosmic rays, or other phenomena of high altitude, had any unusual effects 
on the growth and mutation of fungus spores. Spores having a short life cycle 
were provided by the National Institue of Health, and were flown on December 17, 
1946. 

The spores were contained in fire cylinders of Incite. Three of these 
were installed in a groove in the wood packing of the recorder case. The instal- 
lation in the recorder case is shown in Fig. 75. The remaining two Incite 
cylinders were attached at other points in the warhead. One cylinder of spores 
was retained on the ground as a control sample for the experiment. The cylinders 
containing the spores were unfortunately not recovered. 
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